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Doctor of Philosophy 
Abstract 
Compact Femtosecond Lasers for Multiphoton Imaging 
by Shamil Mirkhanov 
 
     Multiphoton imaging currently is one of the main development directions in Laser 
Scanning Microscopy. A simplified way to assess suitability of a given laser for MPI 
applications is a figure of merit (FOM) approach based on peak power and average 
power of the particular excitation laser used. The first systematic studies of FOM for 
two-photon imaging within 336fs – 3.5 ps pulse duration range and repetition rate from 
2.85 MHz to 90 MHz at 1 micron using a Yb fiber laser have been done in the first part 
of this thesis. 
     Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VECSELs), also called 
Semiconductor Disc Lasers (SDL) are nowadays capable of producing sub-100-fs 
pulses, multi-kW peak powers, and mode-locking has been demonstrated for 
wavelength range from 675nm to >2 microns. These flexible, low cost lasers have the 
potential to allow multi-source multiphoton microscopy system design. One of the most 
challenging aspects of VECSELs is the deposition of heat into the active region, leading 
to strong temperature – dependent performance. In contrast, recently introduced 
Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) free technology helps to address these challenges. 
The second part of this thesis describes the development of 1µm DBR free VECSEL - 
Membrane External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (MECSEL), that demonstrated the 
record CW output power for these lasers reported so far.  
     Finally, a new concept of DBR-free semiconductor saturable absorber based on the 
membrane technology was suggested. For the first time a membrane saturable absorber 
structure grown using MOVPE and processed via lateral etching is realized. This 
membrane saturable absorber was used to mode-lock a 1µm VECSEL for the first time. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
     Multiphoton imaging [1] currently is a main development direction in advanced 
Microscopy. It provides an efficient method to study both fixed tissue and in-vivo 
samples, allowing deep tissue imaging with great selectivity, imaging only the sample 
area located at the focal plane. It helps to address problems arising in conventional 
confocal imaging, since due to the nature of multiphoton signal, photodamage and 
photobleaching can be avoided more efficiently [2]. MPI uses pulsed laser sources with 
pulse durations ranging from a few picoseconds to tens of femtoseconds at a wavelength 
range from visible to mid-infrared. Therefore, it is useful to have a simple way to 
estimate a validity of a given laser for MPI applications. Theoretical treatments of two 
photon imaging have shown that the key laser parameter for two photon signal is the 
product of peak power and average power [3]. The parameters of individual laser 
sources for MPI have been extensively discussed in literature before, for example in  
[4-6], and a simplified way to assess suitability of a given laser for MPI applications 
was suggested by introducing the figure of merit (FOM) approach based on peak power 
and average power of the particular excitation laser used. However, so far there was no 
systematic study of the validity of the FOM over a large parameter space of repetition 
rate and pulse duration. The first systematic studies of FOM over the large parameter 
space for two-photon imaging at 1 micron using Yb fiber laser have been done in the 
chapter 2 of this thesis. 
     Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VECSELs), also called 
Semiconductor Disc Lasers (SDL) [7] are nowadays capable of producing sub-100-fs 
pulses [8], multi-kW peak powers [9], and mode-locking has been demonstrated for 
wavelength range from 675nm to >2 microns [10]. These flexible, low cost lasers have 
the potential to allow multi-source multiphoton microscopy system design, similar to 
those in confocal microscopy, where imaging systems typically employ several different 
laser sources to reach a set of required wavelengths.  
     The temperature sensitivity of the semiconductor gain material, which strongly 
affects laser performance, leads to thermal management being an important element in 
high power VECSELs [11]. The recently introduced Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) 
free technology is one approach which could address this challenge [12]. Chapter 3 of 
this thesis introduces VECSELs and describes the development of 1µm DBR free 
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VECSEL - Membrane External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (MECSEL) that 
demonstrated the record CW output power for these lasers reported so far. Chapter 4 
starts with introducing Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Mirrors (SESAM). There, a 
new concept of membrane Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Membrane (SESAME) 
was suggested. For the first time a SESAME structure grown using MOVPE and 
processed via lateral etching was successfully realized. This was led to mode-locking of 
a 1µm VECSEL gain sample using SESAME for the first time.  
     This thesis concludes with chapter 5, where all obtained results are summarized and 
future work related to MECSEL and SESAME is suggested. 
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1.2 Multiphoton imaging: state of the art 
 
     Multiphoton imaging (MPI) is a powerful fluorescence laser scanning microscopy 
technique allowing high resolution deep tissue imaging due to the 3-D localization of 
the fluorophore excitation through a two (or more) photon process. Since a longer 
wavelength in contrast to one photon excitation is used it results in less scattering in 
tissue and less photodamage. MPI is a type of laser-scanning microscopy that employs 
localized nonlinear excitation, where fluorescence is excited only within scanned focal 
volume.  The theoretical possibility for multi-photon molecular excitation occurring 
within a single quantum event was first suggested by Maria Göppert-Mayer in 1930 
[13] in her PhD thesis, but experimentally two-photon excitation has been demonstrated 
in 1961 [14], when lasers became available. After almost 30 years, multiphoton imaging 
using mode-locked femtosecond laser and high numerical aperture objective 
experimentally realized.  
     From the time when multiphoton microscopy technique was introduced, it started to 
attract significant attention due to its capability of tissue imaging [15, 16] and cell 
imaging [17, 18], also allowing deep tissue imaging [19, 20] with significantly less 
photodamage caused [21], in compare to single-photon confocal microscopy [22].  Over 
the last 15 years MPI has been intensively and successfully employed for a wide range 
of life sciences-related applications including neuroscience [23], in-vivo imaging [24] 
with record imaging depth of 1.6 mm attained in vivo in the mouse brain cortical tissue 
[25], single molecule detection in solution [26] and multiphoton imaging of unstained 
samples using excitation of  intrinsically fluorescent molecules within the specimens of 
interest  [27]. Multiphoton excitation has been successfully combined with other 
imaging and analysis techniques – for example, with UV - mediated Focal Uncaging 
[28], Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) [29, 30], Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging 
(FLIM) [31, 32], Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) [33, 34] and 4π 
confocal fluorescence microscopy [35].  
     While multiphoton imaging has mostly been used for biological and medical - 
related applications this microscopy technique also shown potential in fields like 
molecular photodynamics [36] and optical data storage [37, 38]. 
     The progress in the field of MPI is driven on the one hand by advancing MPI setups 
[39], together with increased availability of suitable pulsed excitation lasers covering a 
broad range of wavelength, and on another hand by synthesis of novel fluorophores 
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suitable for multiphoton excitation. Since one-photon and two-photon excitation have 
different quantum mechanical selection rules, dyes that are an optimal choice for one 
photon excitation might be not for two photon excitation. 
     The development and synthesis of new fluorophores with optimal two photon 
absorption properties has played an important role in reduction of the required laser 
excitation intensity and therefore reduction of photodamage caused to a specimen 
during imaging [40]. The two photon absorption process has a cross section of ~10-50 
cm4 s = 1 GM (Göppert-Mayer), therefore to generate absorption efficiently the sample 
should be exposed by a high density photon flux, that could be generated by ultrafast 
lasers. However, two-photon fluorescence microscopy using continuous wave excitation 
from the 647 nm Ar:Kr laser has also been demonstrated [41]. 
     The Ti:Sapphire laser, with typically 80 MHz repetition rate and <150 fs pulse 
duration is the dominant workhorse laser of the MPI market despite its high cost, largely 
due to its proven track record and the large wavelength range that it can offer.  
     However, other pulsed laser types such as for example Yb fiber laser, Er fiber laser 
[42], and gain-switched laser diode [43] have also been employed for multiphoton 
imaging. The increased availability of relatively low cost femtosecond fiber lasers 
around 780-790 nm and 1030-1080 nm provides a realistic alternative for light sources 
for multi-photon imaging (MPI) [44]. One typical feature of femtosecond fiber lasers is 
the chirped pulse master oscillator power amplifier approach often employed. This 
makes varying the repetition rate straightforward, thanks to the integration of a low 
power fiber-coupled pulse picker between the master oscillator and power amplifier. 
Additionally, as a pulse compressor is typically needed after the power amplifier, it is 
possible to make the laser have variable pulse duration if the chirped nature of the 
longer pulses can be tolerated. Other laser types, such as the semiconductor disk laser 
(SDL) also offer promise as low cost lasers for multi-photon imaging [45, 46]. 
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1.3 VECSELs: state of the art 
     Vertical external cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) also called 
Semiconductor disc lasers (SDLs) are first realized in their current form in 1997 while 
the concept of optically-pumped semiconductor laser with radiating mirror could be 
backdated to 1966 [47]. 
     VECSELs have attracted significant attention over the last ~20 years due to the fact 
that they provide high output power levels while preserving good beam quality with 
M2~1 [48] and, due to semiconductor design flexibility, could be fabricated for a wide 
wavelength interval, currently covering a range from ~393 nm [49] to ~ 5000 nm [50]. 
To cover such a broad wavelength range, many semiconductor material systems 
combinations have been used, such as for example InGaN for ~400 nm [51, 52], 
InGaP/AlGaInP and InP/AlGaInP for  640-750 nm [53-57], GaAs/AlGaAs for 850-870 
nm [58-60], InGaAs/GaAs for 900 – 1180 nm [61-63], GaInNAs/GaAs for 1160-1320 
nm [64-67], InGaAsP for 1550 nm [68, 69], GaInAsSb/AlGaAsSb for 2000-2800 nm 
[70-74] and PbTe for ~5000 nm [75].  
     Semiconductor device fabrication processes used for VECSEL production allow a 
large number of lasers to be produced from just one grown wafer. VECSELs have been 
successfully commercialized by Coherent Inc., and M Squared lasers. The 
semiconductor gain structure of VECSELs can be fabricated according to the 
requirements of the resulting laser applications with actual layer structure designed to 
provide high average output power [76-80], with current continuous-wave output power 
record from VECSEL exceeding 100 W [81], or for ultrashort pulses generation [82-
85]. The VECSEL structure could also be designed and optimized using a microscopic 
modeling approach [86, 87]. While most commonly VECSELs use quantum well-based 
gain media, quantum dot based VECSELs have also been developed [88-90] since 
quantum dots allow longer wavelength emission by employing lower bandgap alloys 
with higher lattice mismatch. 
     The VECSEL external cavity geometry allows the introduction of additional optical 
components into a cavity such as birefringent filter (BRF) for wavelength tuning [91], 
second harmonic generation crystals [92], or semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors 
(SESAM) for mode-locking [93, 94]. Active mode-locking of VECSEL using low-loss 
vertical cavity modulator was demonstrated [95]. However, active mode-locking 
becomes ineffective for very short pulses, and limits the attainable pulse width. The first 
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passively mode-locked VECSEL was demonstrated in 2000 [96]. Also, the shortest 
pulses reached by VECSELs so far were obtained using passive mode-locking with 
SESAM. VECSELs now are capable of producing sub-100-fs pulses, multi-kW peak 
powers, and mode-locking has been demonstrated across a wavelength range from 
675nm to >2 microns. Mode-locking in VECSELs was demonstrated also for example 
using quantum dot based SESAM [97], single-walled carbon nanotube saturable 
absorber [98] and single-layer graphene saturable absorber [99]. Recently, colliding 
pulse mode-locking with VECSELs [100] has been demonstrated providing output 
power of 2.2W, with repetition rate of 1GHz and pulse duration of 1.16ps. Also, 
SESAM free mode-locking in VECSELs has been reported [101, 102]. While the 
saturable absorber in mode-locked VECSELs is usually a separate intra-cavity element, 
an approach based on monolithic integration of saturable absorber and the gain medium 
in a single structure was developed [103] and called the mode-locked integrated 
external-cavity surface-emitting laser (MIXSEL). MIXSELs have reached 6.4 W [104] 
of output power with 28-ps pulses at 2.5-GHz repetition rate, and a 10 GHz repetition 
rate MIXSEL providing 2.4 W of average power and 17 ps of pulse duration has been 
demonstrated [105]. The first femtosecond MEXSEL providing 620 fs pulses at 4.8 
GHz and average power of 101 mW has been reported by [106]. For MIXSEL, the 
repetition rate tune-ability in a range 5-100 GHz has been demonstrated [107]. Recently, 
a dual-comb MIXSEL was applied for dual-comb spectroscopy of water vapor [108]. 
     Due to high temperature sensitivity of semiconductor gain medium and poor thermal 
conductivity of the relatively thick substrate and DBR layers, VECSELs require 
effective thermal management. There are two general approaches to thermal 
management in VECSEL: the first approach based on using intra-cavity crystalline heat-
spreaders [109, 110], and the second includes substrate removal [111], which allows the 
resulting thin gain chip to be soldered to a heatspreader. 
     The DBR-free VECSEL has been reported [112, 113] with the concept theoretically 
studied in [114]. Broad-wavelength tuning using this laser was also demonstrated. 
Using the possible approaches for thermal management of such suggested DBR-free 
VECSELs, the semiconductor membrane external-cavity surface-emitting laser 
(MECSEL) consisting of a diamond heat spreader sandwiched AlGaInP-based active 
region design without a monolithically integrated DBR was successfully realized 
recently. Studies done in this thesis describe the development of 1µm DBR-free 
VECSEL have led to a record 10.1 W of CW output power using a SiC heatspreader. 
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This thesis also introduces semiconductor saturable absorber membrane (SESAME) 
technology with the first realized SESAME and describes experiments demonstrating 
first mode-locking results of a 1µm VECSEL gain sample using this SESAME. 
     All the above described advantages of VECSELs resulted at many applications of 
these lasers demonstrated so far – VECSELs to date being used, for example, in THz 
generation and imaging [115], multiple components hydrocarbon gas sensing [116], 
supercontinuum generation [117], as a pump source for other lasers such as Cr2+: ZnSe 
[118]. VECSEL gain samples have been also designed for solar pumping [119]. 
Another field, where VECSELs could be used, is Laser Scanning Microscopy, and in 
particular multiphoton imaging where these high-flexibility low cost lasers have the 
potential to enable multi-source multiphoton microscopy system architectures 
equivalent to those used in confocal microscopy, where microscopes are often supplied 
with a number of sources at different wavelengths depending on which fluorophores the 
user wishes to study.  
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1.4 VECSELs as alternative lasers for MPI  
     Multiphoton imaging is a commonly used microscopy method in the biological 
sciences. MPI technology largerly depends on availability of ultrafast laser sources 
covering broad wavelength range.  With the increased commercial availability of highly 
flexible alternatives to traditional Ti:Sapphire lasers it is important to understand the 
optimum laser parameters for multiphoton imaging.       
    Theoretical treatments of two photon imaging have shown that the key laser 
parameter for two photon signal is the product of peak power and average power. This 
has been simplified into a figure of merit or FOM, which presents the product of peak 
and average power as a simple parameter, removing dependencies such as fluorophore 
lifetime and local biological environment. To date, the widely-used FOM approach has 
not been validated and systematically tested over a large parameter space.  
     VECSELs offer promise as low cost lasers for multi-photon imaging and the 
potential of these lasers for MPI is already being examined and demonstrated by several 
groups. However, one of the central problems limiting VECSEL performance is thermal 
management which limits average power. Recently introduced DBR-free VECSEL 
technology allows better thermal management of the gain medium, also high slope 
efficiency has been demonstrated alongside  with 80 nm wavelength tuning and 6 W of 
CW output power [112]. In addition, the same membrane concept could be adopted for 
SESAM to produce SESAME with improved thermal stability. An additional advantage 
of the absence of a DBR within the VECSEL is that there are no limitations related to 
necessity of lattice matching the DBR to the substrate, or DBR to active region, 
therefore there is additional potential for the growth of structures with the new designs. 
Therefore, these flexible, low cost DBR-free VECSEL technology have the potential to 
allow multi-source multiphoton microscopy system design similar to those in confocal 
microscopy, where imaging systems employ several different laser sources to reach a 
set of required wavelengths. For example, a set of three mode-locked DBR-free 
VECSELs covering wavelength of 800 nm, 1000 nm and 1200 nm respectively, 
embedded in a single laser box would allow multiphoton excitation of a wide range of 
fluorophores commonly used for MPI of living and fixed tissue samples. 
     All the above mentioned features combined with wavelength versatility make DBR-
free mode-locked VECSELs favorable candidates for MPI applications. 
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2. Studies of MPI over large parameters space 
2.1 Introduction and background 
     Multiphoton imaging nowadays provides efficient and powerful fluorescence 
microscopy tool that helps to address many arising challenges in Life Sciences 
applications. Multiphoton imaging has many advantages over conventional confocal 
technique including greater penetration depth in fixed tissues and cells, less 
photodamage and photobleaching. 
     Progress in this field is, to date, driven by high quality optical systems for imaging as 
well as availability of efficient fluorophores for wide wavelength range on one hand, 
and dedicated pulsed laser sources covering large spectral area on the other hand. MPI 
usually employs Ti:Sapphire lasers as excitation sources, with a repetition rate of  
80 MHz, <150 fs pulse duration and with a tunable near infrared wavelength. However, 
these lasers are expensive and bulky and the increased availability of relatively low cost 
femtosecond fiber lasers around 780-790 nm and 1030-1080 nm provides alternative 
excitation sources for multi-photon imaging. A set of fixed-wavelength mode-locked 
VECSELs can potentially be as beneficial for MPI as CW VECSELs for confocal 
microscopy. 
Understanding the impact of laser source parameters on multiphoton image quality is 
crucial for optimizing these flexible types of laser for multiphoton imaging. Theoretical 
treatments of two photon imaging have shown that the key laser parameter for two 
photon signal is the product of peak power and average power. As described before, this 
has been simplified into a figure of merit (FOM), which presents the product of peak 
and average power as a simple parameter, removing dependencies such as fluorophore 
lifetime and local biological environment. To date, the widely-used FOM approach has 
not been systematically validated and tested over a large parameter space. This chapter 
of the thesis will introduce basics of MPI, alongside with typical laser sources and 
fluorophores for MPI, describe general setup used for MPI and conclude with the first 
systematic studies of FOM over the large parameters space for two-photon imaging 
around at 1 micron using Yb fiber laser. 
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     The possibility for localized excitation in the two-photon case allows effective deep 
tissue imaging and sectioning, and also results in better contrast and less 
photobleaching. The natural sectioning possibility provided by two photon excitation 
was successfully combined with laser scanning microscopy, and multiphoton imaging 
using mode-locked femtosecond laser and high numerical aperture objective has been 
experimentally realized. The longer wavelength excitation length used for multiphoton 
imaging undergoes less scattering in biological tissues, resulting at additional advantage 
of MPI for biomedical applications. The development and synthesis of new 
fluorophores with optimal two photon absorption properties plays an important role in 
reduction of required laser excitation intensity and therefore reduction of photodamage 
caused to specimen during imaging. Some fluorophores could undergo two-photon 
excitation by irradiating them with doubled wavelength of their absorption maximum. 
However, taking into account that one photon absorption and two photon absorption 
have different quantum mechanical selection rules, two-photon excitation spectrum 
scaled using this method not guaranteed to be an equivalent to its one photon excitation 
spectrum. 
     Multiphoton imaging is based on high-order optical processes, and the probability of 
exciting two-photon transition is very low in comparison to one photon excitation. 
Therefore, to allow efficient two photon excitation it is critical to illuminate the sample 
with photons that have high temporal and spatial density. High spatial photon density in 
multiphoton imaging is achieved by high NA objective lenses, while ultrafast lasers are 
used to obtain high temporal photon density. In the first report on two-photon laser 
scanning fluorescence microscopy, authors used a femtosecond colliding pulse 
modelocked dye laser. However, at the moment most popular laser used in multiphoton 
imaging is Ti:Sapphire laser that can generally provide pulses in the range of 80–200 fs 
at a repetition rate in a range 50-100 MHz. An alternative excitation source to dye and 
Ti:Sapphire laser could be the Cr:Forsterite laser [120], however in this case wavelength 
range is limited to 1150-1300 nm. Many other pulsed laser sources such as for example 
Yb fiber laser, Er fiber laser, and gain-switched laser diode were also employed for 
multiphoton imaging. The MPI microscope systems are generally very expensive, and 
they are also normally equipped with expensive and bulky excitation lasers, such Ti: 
Sapphire lasers that in addition require professional maintenance. That limits the 
availability of MPI systems. The increased availability of relatively low cost 
femtosecond fiber lasers around 780-790 nm and 1030-1080 nm also provides a realistic 
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alternative for light sources for multi-photon imaging (MPI). An alternative option to all 
above mentioned lasers could be VECSELs. A possibility of multiphoton imaging 
employing VECSELs as excitation source have already been successfully demonstrated.  
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2.1.2 Theory of MPI  
     Maria Göppert-Mayer developed the Dirac formulation of the second-order time-
dependent perturbation theory for two-photon absorption and emission in her PhD 
dissertation. As a result, this theory could be applied in order to calculate transition 
probability for two photon absorption, and two photon absorption cross – section. The 
following calculations of one and two photon excitation probability are based on [121]. 
The probability of transition for two-photon from ground state n to excited state m via 
an intermedite state k could be written as: 
𝑃
( )
(𝑡) =
2𝜋𝑡
ℏ
𝜓 ?⃗?𝜉 𝜓 𝜓 ?⃗? 𝜉 𝜓 𝜉
𝜔 − 𝜔 2⁄
𝜌
𝜔
2
= 𝜔     (4) 
     Here, sum is over the intermediate virtual states k,  𝜉 denotes unit vector, ρ is the 
density of the excited states, ω is angular frequency,𝜔 = (𝐸( ) − 𝐸( )) ℏ⁄  is Bohr 
frequency Transition rate 𝑟 →  
( )
 in case of two-photon excitation could be calculated as:   
 𝑟 →  
( )
=
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
𝑃
( )
(𝑡) =
2𝜋
ℏ
|μ⃗ ||?⃗? | ?⃗?
𝜔 − 𝜔 2⁄
𝜌
𝜔
2
= 𝜔      (5)    
?⃗? = 𝜓∗ 𝜇 𝜓 𝑑 𝑟        (6) 
     Finally, for two photon absorption process the transition rate is given by: 
𝑟 →  
( )
= 𝜎 →
( )
(𝜔)𝐼                   (7) 
Where 𝜎 →
( )  denotes two-photon absorption cross-section that could be calculated as: 
𝜎 →
( )
=
2𝜋
ℏ
|μ⃗ ||?⃗? |
𝜔 − 𝜔 2⁄
𝜌
𝜔
2
= 𝜔      (8)    
     The two-photon absorption process is a multiple step process, where photons are 
absorbed near simultaneously (~10-16 s), transition occurs from the ground state to the 
excited state via intermediate virtual state and absorption of both photons occurs within 
a single quantum event. Also, the two photon absorption transition rate is proportional 
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to the squared intensity of the excitation light, and that enables the excitation to be 
highly spatial-limited, allowing effective scanning possibility.  
     In addition, two photon and one photon excitation have different selection rules. In 
case of one photon excitation, transition probability is given by:  
𝑃 → = 𝜓 ?⃗?𝜉 𝜓 = 𝜓 𝑒𝑟𝜉 𝜓      (9) 
     Whereas for two photon process, transition probability is: 
𝑃 → ∝ 𝜓 𝑒𝑟𝜉 𝜓 𝜓 𝑒𝑟𝜉 𝜓             (10) 
   From (9) and (10), it could be seen that two dipole terms in case of two photon 
excitation allow also transition between two states of the same parity, that are forbidden 
in one photon excitation process. Therefore, the states that could not be accessed by one 
photon excitation could be accessed by two photon excitation. High spatial and 
temporal photon density is needed to allow efficient practical realization of multiphoton 
excitation in order to compensate the low probability of multiphoton absorption event. 
This was achieved using high NA objectives, and ultrafast lasers combined with 
efficient two-photon excited fluorophores and biomarkers. In practice, many parameters 
need to be taken into account for efficient MPI, such as laser characteristics, NA of used 
objectives, type of the sample used, the lifetime of fluorophore used, etc. Theoretical 
treatments of two photon imaging have shown that the key laser parameter for two 
photon signal is the product of peak power and average power. This has been simplified 
into a figure of merit (FOM) [122], which presents the product of peak and average 
power as a simple parameter, removing dependencies such as fluorophore lifetime and 
local biological environment. The FOM is shown in equation (11), where Pave is the 
average power, Frep is the pulse repetition rate and pulse is the pulse duration. 
𝐹𝑂𝑀 =  
𝑃
𝐹 𝜏
 𝑃              (11) 
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2.1.3 Typical MPI: experiment implementation 
     In laser scanning microscopy, images 
the sample with a focused laser beam. 
multiphoton imaging using mode
objective. Typical multiphoton imaging system includes pulsed laser source, 
galvanometer – driven scanner, scanning lens, high numerical aperture (NA) ob
and photon sensor as shown on a Figure 4.
Fig. 4. Typical multiphoton
laser and detection system. Excitation beam path labeled red and detection path labeled 
     Images are formed by 
scanner. A dichroic mirror reflects the excitation light fr
NA objective that maximize
emission, forwarding it to photon sensor. Photomultiplier tubes are the most c
detectors used in multiphoton imaging at the moment, providing relatively good 
sensitivity over the active area. Other detection systems that are in use for MPI 
applications are charge
channel plates. As an alternative to the galvanometer
deflector scanners could be implemented. These scanners
optical effect and therefore they benefit from less inertia, also scanning of variable 
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regions of interest became available. The main disadvantage of acousto-optic deflectors 
is that they largely rely on dispersive properties of the crystals used. Another alternative 
offering high scanning speed is polygonal mirror scanners but in this case overall 
complexity of resulting experimental setup significantly increases.  
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2.2 Experimental introduction 
     Critical to the development of any MPI system is a clear understanding of the impact 
of laser source parameters on multiphoton image quality. Theoretical treatments of two 
photon imaging have shown that the key laser parameter for two photon signal is the 
product of peak power and average power. This has been simplified into a figure of 
merit or FOM, which presents the product of peak and average power as a simple 
parameter, removing dependencies such as fluorophore lifetime and local biological 
environment. The quality of multiphoton images has been assessed at a number of 
discreet operating points, using a range of different lasers on a range of different MPI 
microscopes and samples. The optimal laser parameters for particular cases of MPI was 
extensively studied in relevant literature before [125], but to date there has been no 
systematic study of the validity of the FOM over the large parameters space.  
     Here I experimentally study the effect of repetition rate and pulse duration on two 
photon signal using commercial multi-photon microscope Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U 
and an EKSPLA FF3000 femtosecond fiber laser, within 336fs – 3.5 ps pulse duration 
range and repletion rate from 2.85 MHz to 90 MHz. The SYTOX Green-labeled mouse 
intestine and fluorescein labeled 1µm beads were used as samples. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.1 Methods and setup
To study the effect of repetition rate and pulse duration on two photon signal a 
commercial multi-photon microscope and fiber laser were used. The fiber laser was an 
EKSPLA FF3000, wi
selectable repetition 
integrated pulse picker between the master oscillator and power amplifier. As shown in 
Figure 5 a) the output of the 
followed by a polarizer to control the power at the sample plane in the microscope, and 
a telescope to match the collimation and beam diameter to the microscope’s input 
requirements. The microscope was a
was a ×20 Nikon Plan Fluor oil
software which allowed control of PMT gain, scan speed and image averaging. In all 
cases no image averaging was used and a con
PMT gains were selected to maximize the parameter range that could 
given setting, enabling quantitative comparisons
Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of the experimental system used to deliver 
microscope.  (b) Photo of the system being used. Excitation laser, scanning head and microscope used for 
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th average power of 2.65 W, pulse duration of 336 fs and 
rate from 45 MHz to 2.85 MHz in fractional steps through an 
laser was passed through a motorised half wave plate 
 Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U and the objective used 
-immersion. Imaging was done using Laser Sharp 2000 
stant scan speed was used throughout. The 
 to be made.  
the output of the fiber laser to the 
image acquisition are shown. 
be accessed for a 
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     This imaging system was tested using various samples including convolaria, SYTOX 
Green-labeled mouse intestine and mouse gut sections, 1 micron Fluorescein-labeled 
beads and bovine epithelia cells. Some examples of images obtained are shown below 
on Figures 6-8. All the images where acquired using one particular PMT channel, 
therefore actual colors of the images are false colors used for convenience.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Two photon image of convollaria, 23 mW on a sample plane using 336 fs pulses at 2.85 MHz 
 
 
Fig. 7. Two photon image of Fluorescein-labeled 1 micron beads. 
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Fig.8. Two photon image of BPAE cells labeled with DAPI, BODIPY and Texas Red. Average power on 
a sample is 40 mW, repetition rate 2.85 MHz, pulse duration 336 fs.  
Setups to vary the repetition rate or pulse duration are shown in Figure 9 (b) and 
(c), and could be inserted at the point indicated in Figure 9 (a). Repetition rates from 
2.85 MHz to 45 MHz could be achieved directly from the fiber laser, but in order to 
reach a repetition rate close to that of typical Ti: Sapphire laser systems the arrangement 
shown in Figure 5(b) was used. The system splits the 45 MHz pulse train in two using a 
polarizing beam splitter and delays one output with respect to the other with an 
additional path length of 3.33m, before recombining the beams using a non-polarising 
beam splitter. This reduced our maximum average power for the 90 MHz case to 50% 
of the other repetition rates. To vary the pulse duration a grating stretcher was built. By 
controlling the grating spacing the pulse duration could be varied between 336 fs and 
3.5 ps. A schematic of this setup is shown in Figure 2(c). The grating compressor had an 
efficiency of 85% and the pulses were characterized both before the microscope and at 
the image plane using a commercial Mesa Photonics FROGScan, which uses the 
frequency resolved optical gating technique.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9 (a) Schematic of the experimental system used to deliver the output of the fiber 
laser to the microscope. (b) To reach 90 MHz repetition rate, a pulse interleaving scheme 
was implemented to be 
was controlled using a grating compressor, which was added for experiments where pulse 
duration was varied. (HWP 
and non-polarizing beam splitters).
Two samples were studied. One consisted of commercially availabl
beads labeled with F
individual beads could be imaged. Due to variability we selected beads which produced 
a two photon signal within a 10% range under low power excitation at 45 MHz for all 
experiments. Furtherm
beads, providing us with both an average signal and uncertainty. Individual beads were 
only used for a single measurement of one parameter combination to ensure that photo 
damage could not affe
repetition rate or pulse duration was performed on a single day to minimize and impact 
from ageing. The second sample consisted of a 
SYTOX Green. Representat
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installed just after power adjustment unit. (c) The pulse duration 
- half-wave plate, P – polarizer, PBS and NPBS 
 
luorescein, which were dispersed on a microscope slide such that 
ore, for each excitation parameter combination we imaged three 
ct subsequent measurements. The full experiment for either 
section of mouse intestine labe
ive images of both samples are shown in Fig
 
– polarizing 
e 1 micron 
led with 
ure 10. 
 
 
Fig. 10
(a), and
     This was prepared using standard techniques and the 
uniformity of fluorophore distribution before imaging was done. Images were taken on 
a single area as no signs of photo damage were observed across the parameter range we 
accessed. In the case of beads we extract the maximum signal from the 
bead using ImageJ - 
multidimensional images, 
image intensity, also 
resolution of acquired images was 512x5
laser spot size on a sample plane was ~1.7 µm.
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. Two photon images of Fluorescein-labeled 1 micron beads 
 SYTOX Green labeled mouse intestine section (b).
sample was checked 
an open source image processing program designed for scientific 
and in the case of the intestine sample we use the average 
found using ImageJ. Microscope resolutio
12 pixels, with a pixel size of 
  
 
 
for 
image of each 
n was ~0.5 µm. The 
~0.69 µm. The 
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2.2.2 Results and discussions 
Figure 11 show the region of FOM that have studied in this thesis, along with a 
representative range of points previously reported in the literature using several source 
laser types: VECSEL, Laser diode, Ti:Sapphire, Er fiber laser, Yb fiber laser. 
 
Fig. 11. Figure of merit shown as a function of peak power and average power on the 
sample. The area inside the line is the parameter space that we study here and pentagons 
are associated references for some representative reports of two photon microscopy in 
terms of FOM for a range of different laser sources. The diagonal lines representing lines 
with the same FOM, but varying peak power and average power. 
The two-photon signal in samples of both Fluorescein-labeled beads and SYTOX 
Green labeled mouse intestine, excited at a wavelength of 1030 nm using a commercial 
femtosecond fiber laser, was measured. Two photon signal as a function of repetition 
rate between 2.85 and 90 MHz with average power at the sample up to 60 mW and a 
pulse duration of 336 fs, and as a function of pulse duration between 336 fs and 3.5 ps 
with average power at the sample up to 110 mW at a repetition rate of 45 MHz was 
measured. It was found that the pulse length wasn't important within the range that has 
been tested. It also been found that for repetition rate there is an optimum, which 
depends on the fluorophore lifetime and average power; for long lifetime fluorophores 
or if only minimal average power can be tolerated, a lower repetition rate is 
advantageous, whereas for short lifetime fluorophores a higher repetition rate can be 
used with no disadvantages. 
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Figure 12 shows the measured maximum signal averaged over three beads for 
average powers on the sample between 0.2 and 60 mW, and repetition rates between 
2.85 and 90 MHz for the Fluorescein labeled beads. The data is plotted as both 
maximum signal versus average power on the sample plane in Figure 12(a), (b) and (c), 
and as maximum signal versus figure of merit in Figure 12 (d), (e) and (f), which are 
also shown on log-log scales for clarity. It was checked that applying a single PMT gain 
value for the whole interval of the average powers on the sample between 0.2 and 60 
mW leads either to lack of the signal for lower average power values or too fast 
saturation for higher values. These factors combined with PMT gain nonlinearity lead to 
data splitting over three PMT gain settings due to the large dynamic range studied with 
the beads, since normalizing of the curves over the whole dynamic range for direct 
comparison without splitting was not possible in this case. At low average powers 
(Figure 12(a)) it can be seen that from 45 MHz down to 7.6 MHz lower repetition rates 
lead to higher maximum signals as would be expected due to the higher peak power. 
When plotted as a function of figure of merit, as in Figure 12(d), it is clear that over this 
repetition rate range the maximum signal is constant for a given figure of merit. 
However, it is also clear that there is a lower limit to the increase in signal, as can be 
seen with the 2.85 MHz repetition rate, which has lower signal than the 7.6 MHz 
repetition rate in Figure 12(a), and therefore lower gradient in Figure 12(d). This is most 
likely due to fluorophore excitation saturation, as damage does not seem to be the 
dominant process at these low average powers. The same broad trend can be seen at 
mid-and high powers in Figure 12(e) and (f). At high repetition rates the maximum 
signal is determined by FOM alone irrespective of repetition rate, but at lower repetition 
rates the signal is lower than would be expected given the value of FOM. Indeed, in 
Figure 12(f) it can be seen that the gradient of both the 2.85 and 7.6 MHz repetition rate 
data has levelled off, showing saturation of maximum signal, and in many cases photo 
damage was observed. Here the low repetition rates have pushed the peak power beyond 
the damage limit for this sample. 
     Overall it is clear that there is an optimum in terms of repetition rate, where using a 
lower repetition rate allows signal to be maximized for a given average power, but 
below a certain lower limit it leads to photo bleaching and damage. An additional 
consideration is the ratio of the repetition rate to the dye lifetime. The fluorescence 
lifetime of Fluorescein is ~4.1 ns [126], and a 90 MHz repetition rate corresponds to 2.7 
times the fluorescence lifetime, meaning that the dye may not have entirely recovered 
 
 
between pulses. It is not clear from data prese
clearly this should be taken into account when using 
or higher repetition rate lasers. Finally, while the relationship between signal and figure 
of merit is not perfectly linear
proportional to the figure of merit is broadly correct over a wide parameter range 
provided that parameters are chosen where damage and saturation are avoided
Fig. 12. Maximum signal as a fu
repetition rates 2.85 90 MHz, for PMT gain = 5 (a), PMT gain = 1 (b), PMT gain = 0.2 (c). The 
same data is shown in terms of figure of merit in (d), (e), and (f), where log
also been used for clarity.
     Figure 13 shows the corresponding experimental data recorded for 
intestine sample labe
restricts our average power range between 5 and 20 mW at the sample. Below a figure
of merit of ~7 W2 we see 
trend is demonstrated as in the case of the beads, where lower repetition rate leads to 
higher signal, but where equivalent FOMs lead to equivalent maximum signals.
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nted here, that this has had an impact, but 
fluorophores with longer lifetimes 
, it is clear that the assertion that MPI signal is 
nction of average power on the Fluorescein
 
led with SYTOX Green. We use a single PMT gain range, which 
the noise floor of our detection, but above this point a similar 
. 
 
-labeled beads for 
-log scales have 
the mouse 
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Fig. 13 (a) Mean signal versus average power on the sample for a range of repetition rates for the SYTOX  
Green-labeled mouse intestine. (b) The corresponding figure of average signal versus FOM 
    Again we start to see a lower repetition rate limit with the 2.85 MHz repetition rate 
which deviated from this trend. The reduction in signal at 90 MHz is not observed in 
this case, which would be expected due to the shorter fluorescence lifetime of SYTOX 
Green. This is used as a fluorophore for FLIM type imaging techniques, so the 
fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to environment, but is typically in the range of 2 ns 
[127]. Fluorescence lifetime is sensitive to various factors defined by the fluorophore 
structure and external factors such as temperature, polarity, and the presence of 
fluorescence quenchers. Therefore, for such fluorophores the repetition rate tunability 
allows to find an appropriate repetition rate value to allow complete recovery of the 
fluorophore between excitation pulses. 
By inserting the pulse stretcher between the fiber laser and the microscope it was 
possible to examine the effect of varying the pulse duration. The average signal versus 
average power on the sample for a range of pulse durations between 336 fs and 3.5 ps, 
along with the corresponding figure of mean signal versus FOM for the SYTOX Green- 
labeled mouse intestine sample is shown if Figure 14 (a) and (b) respectively. Here, a 
single PMT gain and a repetition rate of 45 MHz was used throughout. The pulse 
duration was measured at the sample plane. Figure. 14 (a) clearly shows the average 
signal increases with decreasing pulse duration, due to the increased peak power on the 
sample for a given average power. When viewed in terms of figure of merit (Figure 
13(b)) the curves overlap for all pulse durations. It is therefore clear that it is possible to 
use longer pulses than the ~150 fs usually used so long as correspondingly higher 
average powers can be tolerated by the sample with no detrimental effects. 
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Fig. 14 (a) Mean signal as a function of average power on the SYTOX Green-labeled mouse 
intestine sample for a range of pulse durations between 336 fs and 3.5 ps. (b) Mean signal 
versus FOM for the same range of pulse durations. Signal is not affected by pulse duration 
provided that the average power is adjusted to keep the FOM constant. 
Figure 15 shows the measurements of maximum signal from Fluorescein-labeled 
beads for three different pulse durations and average powers up to 110 mW. The same 
independence of the signal on pulse duration is found in the bead samples as was 
observed in the mouse intestine sample. The power range was limited by the power of 
the laser in the case of 336 fs pulses, and by the power of the laser and efficiency of the 
pulse compressor in the case of the longer pulse durations. Only with the shortest pulses 
can damage start to be seen, which seem to be predominantly peak power driven. 
 
Fig. 15 (a) Average signal versus power on the Fluorescein-labeled bead sample pulse 
durations between 336 fs and 778 fs. (b) Average signal versus FOM for the same range of 
pulse durations. It can be seen that they all follow the same trend within experimental 
variation. 
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2.3 Conclusions 
With the increased commercial availability of highly flexible alternatives to 
traditional Ti:Sapphire lasers it is important to understand the optimum laser parameters 
for multiphoton imaging. Here the widely-used FOM approach has been for the first 
time validated and tested over a large parameter space. The effect of repetition rate and 
pulse duration on two photon signal level in two samples, Fluorescein-labeled 1 micron 
beads, and SYTOX Green-labeled mouse intestine using a commercial femtosecond 
pulse fiber laser has been experimentally studied. It was shown that there is an optimal 
repetition rate for a given sample and average power, with excessively low repetition 
rates leading to lower than predicted signal levels due to bleaching and/or damage, and 
excessively high repetition rates leading to lower than expected signal levels due to 
incomplete recovery of the fluorophore between excitations. In performed experiments 
using a 336 fs pulse at 1030 nm, a lower repetition rate, between 20 and 40 MHz 
appears to be the best compromise on maximum signal at low average powers, and the 
ability to use higher power excitation if required. Fiber lasers can easily be made to 
operate in this pulse repetition rate range, and can also be made to have variable 
repetition rates with the integration of a relatively low cost pulse picker between the 
master oscillator and power amplifier, potentially allowing their output to be matched to 
the optimum repetition rate for a given sample and fluorophore. More surprisingly, it 
was observed that pulse duration has little effect on multiphoton signal provided that the 
average power can be adjusted to keep the figure of merit constant. This is interesting as 
typically the difference in complexity and cost of a 100 fs pulse laser and a 1 ps pulse 
laser can be significant. Additionally, if longer pulse durations can be used, less focus 
needs to be placed on dispersion in the microscope and sample, where pre-chirping of 
the shortest pulses is often required before delivery to the microscope. This has the 
potential for significantly lower cost microscopes, or the straightforward application of 
advanced adaptive imaging techniques, potentially allowing for deeper tissue imaging 
or techniques such as imaging through multi-mode fiber [128, 129], where dispersion 
can be a major limitation. Alternatively, the ability to use longer pulses opens up the 
possibility of multi-photon microscope systems which use several low cost, fixed 
wavelength, longer pulse duration laser sources such as picosecond fiber lasers or sub-
picosecond optically pumped semiconductor lasers instead of single sources with high 
cost and complexity. 
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3. High power 1µm MECSEL development 
3.1. Introduction and background 
    Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VECSELs), also called 
Semiconductor Disc Lasers (SDL) are nowadays capable of producing sub-100-fs 
pulses, multi-kW peak powers, and mode-locking has been demonstrated for 
wavelength range from 675nm to >2 microns. These flexible, low cost lasers have the 
potential to allow multi-source multiphoton microscopy system design, similar to those 
in confocal microscopy, where imaging systems employing several different laser 
sources to reach a set of required wavelengths. One of the most challenging aspects of 
VECSELs is the deposition of heat into the active region, leading to strong temperature-
dependent performance.  
     Thermal conductivity of the DBR-forming layers is much worse than thermal 
conductivity of materials used as heatsink in VECSELs. In addition, a several hundred 
micron thick substrate on a back side of VECSEL chip also reduces heat transfer rate 
and efficiency.  In contrast recently introduced Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) free 
technology helps to address these challenges. There are two general approaches to 
cooling VECSELs : first approach based on using crystalline heat-spreaders, and the 
second includes substrate removal, which allows soldering resulting thin gain chip 
directly to heatsink. In addition, VECSELs also could be cooled actively and could be 
made to operate at cryogenic temperatures with the gain chip cooled down to 83 K 
[130]. 
     The DBR-free VECSEL has been reported, and possibility for the broad-wavelength 
tuning using this laser was demonstrated. Using the possible approaches for thermal 
management of such DBR-free VECSELs, the semiconductor membrane external-
cavity surface-emitting laser (MECSEL) consisting of a diamond heat spreader 
sandwiched AlGaInP-based active region design without a monolithically integrated 
DBR was successfully realized recently [113]. This thesis chapter introduces 
VECSELS, and describes the successful development of 1µm DBR free VECSEL - 
Membrane External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (MECSEL) that demonstrated the 
record 10.1 W of CW output power for these lasers. 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.1 Semiconductor
     Modern semiconductor lasers are based on advanced semiconductor multilayer 
structures grown by 
materials are grown according to various 
electron bandgap engineering and 
the energy-band diagram for silicon
     The energy-band diagram in
periodicity is also different in various directions. 
semiconductors, meaning that for an electron transition from the valence to 
band, no change of momentum needed.
during a transition and Si 
 
F
     The difference between direct and indirect semiconductors is crucial for 
semiconductor lasers, where direct semiconductors 
photon generation due to high r
at the edges or a centre of Brillouin zone where k=0. 
conservation, the difference between the initial and final electronic state must be equal 
to the momentum of the photon involved. For example, the momentum difference in 
case of GaAs, k ≈2.5×
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 properties, Quantum Wells and Q
epitaxial and chemical vapor deposition methods. 
designs and materials composition, allowing 
quantum confinement controlling.
 and gallium arsenide. 
 different directions is varying since the lattice 
GaAs belongs to a family of direct 
 In case of Si, a change of momentum is required 
is therefore referred to as indirect semiconductor. 
ig.16. Energy band structures of Si a) and GaAs b) [131
are normally used
adiative-transition probability, with most extrema 
According to the momentum 
107 m-1, and the edge of Brillouin zone is at k 
uantum Dots 
Semiconductor 
 Figure 16 shows 
conduction 
 
 
] 
 to allow efficient 
occur 
≈ 1010 m-1. 
 
 
Therefore, only states close to k=0 will lead to contribution to the optical transitions and 
conduction bands in this case could be approximated with parabolic function. 
     The lattice constant
materials is shown on
on top of another whilst 
and lattice constant of these materials 
Fig. 17.  Band gap Vs Lattice constant of common semiconductors.  Curves connecting compounds that 
have one common constituent. Solid lines corresponds to direct band gaps and dashed lines show indirect 
band gaps [132]. 
    The strain induced by lattice mismatch cause
and efficiency of resulting device. 
material could be grown with defined thickness on top of another materia
strain before dislocation is formed.  It is possible also to efficiently combine layers of 
different materials using combination of ternary alloys, so 
compounds that have common constituent. That gives resulting s
constant but with different band gaps. 
an active region with 
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-bandgap relation for a set of common binary semiconductor 
 a Figure 17. One layer of semiconductor material 
avoiding strain creation only in the case of the
matching. 
 dislocations that causes reduced lifetime 
For some particular material combinations, a layer of 
this connecting two binary 
The IR MECSEL structure used in this thesis has 
ten In0.13GaAs quantum wells that are 
 
can be grown 
 crystal structure 
 
l, relaxing the 
tructure same lattice 
embedded in strain 
 
 
compensating GaAsP
single quantum wells in the antinodes of the electric
     Semiconductor laser threshold 
medium. When the de Broglie wavelength of the electron becomes comparable with the 
size of the region where 
become important. Quantum wells 
increase in efficiency of semiconductor lasers. 
Fig. 18. Types of nanostructures: a) 
     The effective de Broglie wavelength of an electron 
as a space quantization criterion:
      In the case when 
the electron in two directions, and 
(Figure 18 a). If electron mot
then structure is called quantum wire
𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 ; 𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 } are applied, 
completely quantized, with the fina
     Quantum wells 
confinement applied along only one direction. Structures with quantum wells and 
barriers have many applications in modern photonics
to combine multiple quantum wells 
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0.06 barrier layers. GaAs spacer layers are used
 field. 
can be reduced by controlling the dimensions of gain 
the electron motion appear, quantum properties of 
and quantum dot based structures allowed significant 
 
quantum well, b) quantum wire, c) quantum dot
in crystalline material could act 
 
𝜆 =
ℎ
𝑝
=
2𝜋ℏ
𝑚𝑣
=
2𝜋ℏ
3𝑚𝑘 𝑇
            (12) 
the condition 𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 is satisfied, it corresponds to free motion of 
the resulting structure is known as quantum well 
ion is restricted in two dimensions: {
 (Figure 18 b) . Finally, if conditions {
the energy spectrum of the 
l structure called quantum dot (Figure 18 c)
(QWs) represent the simplest nanostructure 
 and nanoelectronics
with narrow barriers within one periodic structure 
 to position the 
the electron 
 
 [135] 
𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 ; 𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 }, 
𝐿 ≤ 𝜆 ; 
resulting structure is 
. 
with quantum 
. It is possible 
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forming a superlattice [133]. In quantum well-based structures, strain could be avoided 
by sandwiching the quantum well between strain compensating layers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.2 VECSEL design and growth 
      Vertical External Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VECSEL), or Semiconductor Dis
Laser (SDL)  is a optically pumped 
semiconductor gain chip and a 
     Typical components of the VECSEL are the gain chip mounted on a heat spreader 
for effective heat removal, a pump laser (usually, diode laser), pump focusing optics, 
and external output coupling mirror (Figure 19
integrated into the gain chip as one mirror
second end of the cavity. 
 
     The semiconductor 
chip surface. The actual cavity is formed by 
one end of the cavity, and
the laser mode as second part of the cavity. 
power scaling by uniform pumping of 
output beam quality may be obtained by controlling the optical transverse mode using 
the external cavity. The high output beam quality
possibility to fabricate VECSELs over the wide wavelength range are a few of the many 
advantages of these lasers.   
     The VECSELs are normally epitaxially grown either by Molecular Beam Epitaxy or 
Metal Organic Vapour Phase 
chip is in a range of a few micrometers without the substrate thickness. A typical 
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semiconductor laser containing
laser resonator. 
). The laser cavity is formed by 
, and an external output coupling mirror at
 
Fig.19. Typical components of the VECSEL 
 
gain region provides gain in a direction perpendicular
the DBR, integrated into the gain chip as 
 the external mirror that act as output coupler and also defines 
Optical pumping makes it possible to obtain 
a large surface area of the gain chip, and high 
 with M2 ~1, 
 
Epitaxy (MOVPE). The total thickness of a VECSEL gain 
k 
 a surface-emitting 
a DBR 
 the 
 
 to the gain 
combined with the 
 
 
VECSEL chip layer s
layer against oxidation, 
followed by the DBR.
                                    
 
      The function of each VECSEL layer could be illustrated using the simplified 
diagram shown in Figure 2
lattice-matching to the substrate. The s
various etching methods to improve thermal management. The DBR layer is formed by 
alternating transparent quarter
materials. By gradually increasing the layer quantity, 
obtained.  
Fig. 21. Layer structure diagram of the typical VECSEL gain sample
     The active region provides 
electrons and holes 
quantum well barriers. Then, 
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tructure is shown in Figure 20. The top cap layer acts as protective 
the active layer is formed by quantum wells or quantum dots, 
 
 
Fig. 20. Typical VECSEL layer structure. 
1. The VECSEL structure is monolithically grown ensuring 
ubstrate itself could be removed afterwards u
-wavelength layers with high and low refractive index 
a higher reflectivity 
laser gain and includes pump absorbing layers. 
are generated by high energy pump photons 
the excited electrons and holes diffuse into the smaller 
 
sing 
can be 
 
 (from [134]) 
Excited 
absorbed into the 
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bandgap quantum wells, where they become localized creating population inversion, 
and undergo spontaneous carrier recombination producing photons. The active region 
thickness is chosen to allow absorption of most pump light. In order to provide 
maximum gain, quantum wells are placed at the antinodes of the E-field standing wave, 
with resulting gain structure arrangement called resonant periodic gain arrangement. 
Following [134], the semiconductor quantum well gain g could be written as: 
𝑔 = 𝑔 ln
𝑁
𝑁
                           (13) 
 
     where g0 – gain parameter of the semiconductor material, N – quantum well carrier 
density, N0 – transparency carrier density. According to VECSEL laser threshold 
conditions:  
𝑅 𝑅 𝑇 e( Г ) = 1                         (14) 
 
     where Tloss – transmission factor due to round-trip cavity loss, R1 and R2 – cavity 
mirror reflectivities, Lw – quantum well thickness, and Nw – the number of quantum 
wells in the gain medium. Here, Г denotes longitudinal confinement factor that 
characterizes the overlap between quantum wells inside the active region and the 
intracavity optical standing wave.  
     The carrier density N below threshold can be calculated using incident pump power: 
 
𝑁 =
𝜂 𝑃
ℎ𝜈 𝑁 𝐿 𝐴
𝜏(𝑁)                          (15) 
 
     In the equation (15), Ap defines the pump spot area, hνp – pump photon energy, ηabs – 
pump absorption efficiency. Carrier lifetime τ can be calculated from: 
 
1
𝜏(𝑁)
= 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑁 + 𝐶𝑁                           (16) 
 
     where coefficients A, B and C are define the monomolecular, bimolecular and Auger 
recombination coefficients, respectively. 
     Resonant periodic gain arrangement provides high electric field on the quantum 
wells resulting on higher gain and is therefore beneficial for high power CW VECSELs.       
 
 
     In contrast, antiresonant structures have lower gain but better dispersive 
characteristics and larger gain 
resonant and antiresonant VECSEL structures.
Figure 22 are normalised to 4, since the intensity rather than the E
this case. Since Eleft + E
axis normalised to 4. 
Fig. 22. Resonant and antiresonant VECSEL structures 
     Resonant structures are more beneficial in frequency
additional wavelength
widely-tunable VECSELs. The effective chip gain, following [
as: 
 
𝐺 (𝜆) =
( 𝑅
(1
 
     Where gs – single
interface and DBR reflectivities, L
     The confinement window on top of the VECSEL prevents pump
from the non-radiative recombination. 
oxidation. As a measure of overlap between the electric field and quantum wells, a 
longitudinal confinement factor 
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bandwidth. Figure 22 illustrates the differences of 
 The y-axis of the bottom two graphs on a 
right = 2E and I = 4E
2, then with E normalised to 1 this results at 
characteristics (from [
 
-doubled VECSELs due to 
-selection, whereas antiresonant structures are preferable for 
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− 𝑅 𝑔 ) + 4 𝑅 𝑅 𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝐿 /
− 𝑅 𝑅 𝑔 ) + 4 𝑅 𝑅 𝑔 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝐿 /
-pass gain of the structure, Ri and RDBR 
c – cavity length.  
The final top cap layer is used to prevent the 
Г  was used.  
-field is considered in 
 
134]). 
], could be calculated 
𝜆)
𝜆)
               (17) 
– air-semiconductor 
-generated carriers 
 
 
     For a sample containing n quantum wells it could be written as:
 
 
Here, E0 denotes the electric field outside the sample and E (z
quantum wells. Longitudinal confinement factor and group delay dispersion in case of 
resonant and antiresonan
 
 Fig. 23. Longitudinal con
 as a function of wavelength plotted for resonant (left) and antire
 
      As could be seen from Figure 22
operation due to Longitudinal Confinement Factor
designed wavelength resulting in
limits its suitability for mode
GDD values and broader bandwi
for mode-locking.  
     The external cavity of VECSEL allows use different cavity geometries for CW and 
pulsed operation including common straight cavity, z and v
many other cavity designs 
VECSEL gain chips used for 
ring cavity used for colliding pulse mode
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Г =
∑ |𝐸(𝑧 )|
|𝐸 |
           (18) 
n) is electric field at the 
t samples are shown on Figure 23.  
finement factor (solid line) and group delay dispersion (dashed line) plotted 
sonant (right) case for 1035 nm [
, resonant design is beneficial 
 (LCF) having high values for 
 higher gain. However, GDD in case of resonant design 
-locking operation due to higher order 
dth typically make antiresonant design more suitable 
-shaped cavity. However, 
also could be employed such as T-
high-power tunable two-wavelength generation [
-locking.  
 
 
 
136]. 
for high power CW 
the 
dispersion. Lower 
cavity containing two 
137] or 
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3.1.3 Thermal management and processing 
     The higher pump photon energy compared to the emitted laser photons is the 
quantum defect, which is effectively the energy difference between pump and laser 
photons energies. Heating caused by high quantum defect limits carrier confinement and 
results in strong temperature dependence of VECSEL characteristics during operation. 
A lack of efficient cooling will lead to rising active region temperature and thermal 
escape of excited carriers from quantum wells into barriers resulting at thermal rollover. 
Another limiting factor is that the thermal conductivity of the relatively thick substrate 
and DBR layers is very poor. All these factors are highlighting importance of cooling 
strategies for efficient VECSEL operation and minimization of gain chip temperature 
rise per unit pump power. To allow heat extraction, a VECSEL gain chip could be 
directly attached to a heat sink that is cooled by water or a Peltier element. However, in 
this case the DBR and substrate are limiting heat extraction efficiency due to poor 
thermal conductivity.  
     There are two general approaches to cooling VECSELs : the first approach based on 
using crystalline heat-spreaders bonded to top surface of gain chip, the second includes 
substrate removal, which allows the resulting thin gain chip to be soldered directly to 
the heatsink. In addition, VECSELs also could be cooled actively and could be made to 
operate at cryogenic temperatures with the gain chip cooled down to 83 K.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.4 CW operation, sample characterization and wavelength tuning 
     A VECSEL gain chip 
to characterize the DBR, and by taking 
quantum well performance and active region length. Once 
mounted on the heat spreader and intr
mode could be measured an
properties. Figure 24
spectra of VECSEL wafer.  
Fig. 24. Reflectivity spectra of 
surface  reflectivities are shown (a). Normalized PL spectra of the OPS chips.
 
     A combination of PL and reflectivity spectra helps to determine laser material gain 
spectral locations and resonance peaks that localize laser emission. In 
strained quantum wells are studied, PL could act as indicator of dark line defects tha
appear when thickness of the strained quantum wells 
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can be characterized using reflectivity measurements in order 
photoluminescence (PL) spectra to ass
the VECSEL gain chip 
oduced in a laser cavity, the
 laser spectrum taken to further examine 
 shows reflectivity spectra for wafer structure and measured PL 
 
the OPS semiconductor wafers – front and back
[134] 
exceed the
 
ess 
is 
 output power in CW 
the structure 
 
 
 
 
the case when 
t 
 critical thickness. PL 
 
 
emitted by quantum wells 
measured. After PL and reflectivity measurements 
be characterized via CW lasing and taking laser spectrum. These m
further assess laser performance and obtain information on laser threshold, slope 
efficiency, maximum output power, signs of thermal roll over and laser operating 
wavelength.  
     Figure 25 shows representative pump power 
IR MECSEL studied in this thesis. The s
described in the further chapters of this thesis. Laser threshold was 0.88 W, 
maximum output power of 5.
at a heat sink temperature of
Fig. 25. Pump power Vs output power curve taken at 15 
 
     Figure 26 shows the laser spectrum of IR MECSEL taken at 15 
pump power. The operating laser wavelength was ~1007 nm.
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in all possible angles, and both edge and top PL could be 
are performed, 
– output power measurements for CW 
tructure and performance of this laser will be 
34W, slope efficiency was 18%. Measurements
 15 oC. 
°C for IR MECSEL
 
Fig. 26. Spectrum of IR MECSEL taken at 15 °C 
 
the gain sample could 
easurements helps to 
with 
 were taken 
 
 
°C and at 4.9 W of 
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     VECSEL wavelength can be tuned by introducing a birefringent filter into the laser 
cavity at Brewster’s angle. The filter itself is a thin plate of birefringent material, 
usually crystalline quartz. When a birefringent plate is placed inside the resonator, it 
effectively acts as equivalent of an off-axis birefringent plate between the parallel 
polarizers. Rotation of the filter within the cavity varies the wavelength that experiences 
zero transmission loses at the second polarizer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.5 Advanced VECSEL: frequency convers
frequency operation
     The external cavity geometry and hi
of low transmission output couplers 
harmonic generation. 
access new wavelength ranges that otherwi
doubling in VECSELs was used 
615 nm.  Noncritical phase matching configurations 
could be allowed by a range of nonlinear crystals, such BBO, LiNbO
 
Fig. 27. VECSEL setup for yellow second harmonic generation in free running mode
 
     Figure 27 demonstrate 
a free-running mode and folding mirror that transmits visible light but reflects infrared. 
Frequency conversion in that experiment
     VECSELs also allow single
cavity geometry that could be relatively eas
frequency operating lasers, quasi monochromatic output exhibit
narrow linewidth, which makes these lasers good candidates for a range of applications 
including spectroscopy, metrology and laser cooling. 
VECSELs was first realized two years after first VECSEL was reported by 
Figure 28 represents a scheme to achieve active VECSEL stabilization using laser 
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ion, mode
 
gh intra-cavity field intensity combined with
makes VECSELs favorable lasers for higher 
Higher harmonic generation has been realized in VECSELs to 
se are difficult to achieve
for example to obtain lasing at 325
required for frequency doubling 
Modified from [138]. 
yellow-orange radiation generation using V
 was achieved using BBO crystal.
-frequency operation due to compact standing wave 
ily isolated from acoustic noise. In single
Single frequency operation in 
-locking, single 
 use 
. Frequency 
-332 nm and  
3 and LBO.  
 
. 
-shaped cavity in 
 
-
s low noise and has 
Kuznetsov. 
 
 
frequency locking to reference cavity via electronic feedback loop. The reference cavity 
output was measured 
 
 
 
     A record to date single frequency output power from VECSEL of 23.6 W at  
1013 nm was achieved by [
     Mode-locking is the process of locking the pulse between longitudinal modes of the 
laser. Active mode-locking could be obtained by 
losses or of the round
optic modulators. In active mode
opens once per round
low-loss vertical cavity modulator was demonstrated by [
locking becomes ineffective for very short pulses, and
this limits the attainable pulse width.
using passive mode-locking. Passive mode
using a SESAM. The absorpti
by the laser intracavity fi
absorber based on quantum 
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using a photodiode. 
Fig. 28. Activlely stabilized VECSEL [151] 
139]. 
periodic modulat
-trip phase change using for example electro
-locking, the modulator acts as periodic shutter that 
-trip time of the pulse. Active mode-locking of 
134]. However, active 
 
 The shortest pulses reached so far were obtained 
-locking in VECSELS could be achived by
on of the SESAM varies due to saturation
eld. A SESAM consist of DBR with incorporated saturable 
wells or quantum dots (Figure 29). 
 
ion of the resonator 
-optic and acousto-
a VECSEL using a 
mode-
 
 effects induced 
 
 
     A semiconductor absorbs light 
from the valence band to the conduction band
the absorption is saturated because possible initial states of the pump transition are
depleted while the final states are partially occupied. On 
picoseconds and a few nanoseconds 
trapping. The longer time constant results in a reduced saturation intensity for a pa
the absorption, which facilitates self
constant is more effective in shaping sub
reach self-starting mode
than on the VECSEL gain chip, different cavity designs with incorporated SESAM 
could be used. An example of such 
Fig. 30
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Fig.29. Layer structure of the SESAM 
if the photon energy is high enough to
. Under conditions of strong excitation, 
a time scale between a few 
the carriers will be removed by recombination and 
-starting mode-locking, whereas the faster time 
-picosecond pulses. Therefore, SESAM allows 
-locking. To allow power density on the SESAM to be hig
a cavity is shown on a Figure 30
 
. Z-shaped VECSEL cavity for SESAM modelocking.
 
 excite carriers 
 
rt of 
her 
. 
 
 
 
3.1.6 MECSELs vs
     The DBR in VECSEL
in addition limits the thermal performance
semiconductor  interfaces, introducing high thermal resistance
introduced DBR-free SDL technology
DBR- free SDLs on diamond, emitting 6W CW output power at 1055
demonstrated. There,
quantum wells emitting 
inside the strain compensation GaAsP b
 
Fig. 31. Sample design and diagram of laser cavity geometry (
     Also, that study reported 78 nm tuning range at 10.5 W pump power using 0.5 mm 
thick quartz birefringent filter. Using thermal modeling results, authors there suggested 
that thermal management in double
advantageous in compariso
far. This sandwiched DBR
successfully experimentally realized
657 nm was demonstrated. 
emitting laser being realized was called MECSEL. There, gain membrane was MOVPE 
grown on GaAs substrate followed by 200 nm AlAs substrate acting as sacrificial layer 
for further etching process. The etching process there co
ammonium hydroxide solution 
to etch away the GaAs substrate, followed by 
sample into hydrofluoric acid 
region there consisted of 20 compressively strained GaInP quantum wells 
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 VECSELs  
s adds significant effort to the growth time and complexity and 
, due to the material thick
. In contrast, recently 
 offers a potential solution to
 a 2.4 μm thick active region was used, consisting
at 1160 nm and forming a resonant periodic gain
arrier with InGaP window lay
modified
-diamond transmission geometry could
n to thermal management strategies used for VECSELs so 
-free active region design using AlGaInP system was 
, and output power of 595 mW at wavelength of 
The semiconductor membrane external
ntain two steps 
NH4OH:H2O2 in a relative concentration of 1:3 in order 
AlAs layer removing 
- HF:H2O in relative concentration of 1: 9. The gain 
ness and the many 
 these limitations. 
 nm have been 
 of 8 InGaAs 
 structure 
ers (Figure 31). 
 
 from [112]). 
 be very 
-cavity surface-
– etching using 
by dipping the 
with 
 
 
thicknesses of 5 nm and distances
being placed at the antinode of the simulated el
typical resonant periodic gain structure (Figure 
Fig. 32 (modified from [
settings of the unprocessed membrane sample alongside the
the outer layers and a quantum
quantum-well package. 
     The characterization of gain membrane there was performed using SEM and optical 
microscope. Wavelength tuning around 660 nm with tuning range of 23.7 nm was also 
demonstrated.  
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 of 4 nm arranged in five packages with e
ectrical standing wave to depict
32). 
113]) Left part of this figure shows a SEM picture with enhanced
 corresponding scheme. A magnified cutout of 
-well package is plotted on the right-hand side with a SEM
 
ach package 
 the 
 
 contrast 
 picture of one 
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3.1.7. Introduction summary 
     VECSELs nowadays attract significant attention due to ability to provide high output 
power with a good beam quality over a range of wavelength from visible to mid-
infrared and capability of producing sub-100-fs pulses, multi-kW peak powers, with 
demonstrated mode-locking for wavelength range from 675nm to >2 µm. One of the 
most challenging aspects of VECSELs is the incorporation of heat into the active 
region, leading to strong temperature-dependent performance. In contrast recently 
introduced Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) free technology helps to address these 
challenges. DBR free VECSEL geometry allows employing efficient thermal 
management strategies and direct cooling of active region avoiding thick DBR layers 
with poor thermal conductivity. In addition, DBR free geometry allows to employ larger 
range of semiconductor structures, removing DBR to substrate and gain medium to 
DBR lattice-matching requirement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 IR MECSEL 
3.2.1 MECSEL design and growth
The IR membrane VECSEL structure 
VECSEL group at the University of Dund
MOVPE grown at the University of Stuttgart, IHFG. The 
test this InGaAS-based MECSEL w
University of Stuttgart and continued after
      The DBR-free semiconductor gain
produce gain membrane via chemical etching is fabricated by 
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) in a 3×2” close coupled
substrate misoriented 6° toward the [111]
was deposited before 
region with a thickness of 1574 nm includes 
embedded in strain compensating
to position the single quantum wells in the antinodes of the electric
resonant periodic gain structure. On both sides of this active region, GaInP cladding 
layers are deposited 
etching process of the AlAs sacrificial layer.
gain membrane is shown on
Fig. 33. Layer structure of MOVPE grown 
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used in this thesis was jointly designed by 
ee and University of Stuttgart 
first experiments designed to 
ere performed during 3 month secondment at 
wards at University of Dundee. 
 membrane sample that has 
 showerhead reactor. On a GaAs 
A direction, a 200 nm AlAs sacrificial layer
starting the growth of the actual gain membrane.
×10 In0.13GaAs quantum wells 
 GaAsP0.06 barrier layers. GaAs spacer layers are used
to prevent oxidation and also act as stop layers for 
 A scheme illustrating l
 Figure 33. 
 
InGaAS-based DBR-free IR VECSEL
gain membrane 
 
 
while being 
 
been used further to 
metal-organic vapor-
 
 This active 
that are 
 
 field, resulting in a 
the selective 
ayer structure of this 
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3.2.2 Etching 
     The etching mechanisms could be separated on two types: physical etching, also 
called as sputter etch since it based on particles that are hitting and eroding the surface, 
and wet or dry chemical etching. Etching could occur in both horizontal and vertical 
directions depending on etching materials and methods used. The rate of material 
removal is described by etching rate. Physical dry etching uses high kinetic energy (ion, 
electron, or photon) beams to etch off the substrate atoms, while wet etching removes 
material using liquid chemicals or etchants. Most of the etchants contain oxidizing 
agent, solvent and agent for dissolving the oxides forming during the etching process. 
Typical oxidizing agents in this case are for example H2O2 and HNO3, with water acting 
as a solvent and various acids for dissolving the oxides, such as HF, HCL, NH4OH and 
citric acid. 
     Etching used in this thesis was performed using wet chemical etching processes for 
both MECSEL  (continually stirring the sample in an ammonium hydroxide solution at 
a ratio of NH4OH:H2O2, 1 : 2 for the GaAs substrate removal) and membrane SESAM 
(lateral etching using HF).  
     The etching process that will be described below is based on the successful etching 
of the red MECSEL [125]. For the etching process it is critical that the surface becomes 
smooth on sub-micron scale in order to achieve further a good bonding to the heat 
spreaders such as Si carbide or diamonds. This therefore requires a highly selective 
etching process. In a process described below, H2O2 acts as an oxidizing agent and 
NH4OH then dissolve the oxidized layer. The latter is then being removed from the 
sample surface by rotating liquid, that washing away a dissolving layer mechanically. 
     In order to prepare samples for etching, roughly 5×5 mm2 pieces where cleaved out 
of the wafer and slicked to a silicon carrier wafer using Crystalbond. The whole 
preparation and further etching process could be described as follows: 
 
      1) Both sides of unprocessed IR MECSEL pieces were at first cleaned with acetone 
and then isopropanol, and let dry. 
 
      2) Small amount of crystalbond was placed on surface of cleaned Si piece, that was 
used for holding unprocessed IR MECSEL, then Si part was heated up to 90-100 oC. 
When crystalbond melts, unprocessed IR MECSEL piece was placed on Si piece 
(substrate side up), directly on melted crystal bound droplet using tweezers, then by 
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circular motion of the tweezers, melted crystalbond was uniformly distributed over the 
Si surface, exceeding a bit area of IR MECSEL piece. If too much crystal bound used, it 
normally took significantly longer time to release membrane in acetone after processing 
and also could result on non-uniform etching of the sides of the sample. 
 
      3) Sample was left for few minutes to ensure crystalbond solidification and cooling 
down of the Si piece with embedded IR MECSEL chip to room temperature. 
 
      4) Preparing of etching solution: etching solution being used was NH4OH (25%) 
and H2O2  (30%) in ratio of 1:2. A 20 ml of NH4OH (25%) and 40 ml of H2O2  (30%) 
were mixed directly into one glass beaker. Beaker was cleaned before with acetone and 
propanol and dried, avoiding any dust or dirt as much as possible. Beaker with solution 
was placed on magnetic stirrer, where it was mixed continuously at room temperature 
using magnetic stirrer for 1-2 minutes. 
 
       5) Metallic holding clamps were used to fix Si with mounted IR MECSEL chip and 
deep IR MECSEL chip in steering solution. Chip was placed perpendicular to the flow 
in solution (Figure 34). It was possible to observe removal of the oxidized layers during 
etching. IR MECSEL chip therefore was moved within steering solution with respect to 
the flow to improve layers removing.  
                         
Fig. 34. Etching of IR MECSEL gain membrane in a rotating NH4OH-H2O2 solution. Way to hold sample 
within etching solution also shown. 
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6) For the particular chosen IR MECSEL sample size, solution, and concentration  it 
usually took about 50 minutes to remove all the substrate layers. After last layers of 
substrate etched away, sample gets metallic silver shine, and sample was removed from 
solution immediately. It was found out that by heating the solution up to 40 C, etching 
time will decrease from 50 min. to about 35 min, but surface quality remains the same. 
However, most of etching done was at room temperature. For few of the samples, an 
additional step was done: after about 40 minutes in 1:2 solution, the solution was 
replaced with 1:30 solution (same NH4OH (25%) and  H2O2  (30%) were used, this 
concentration effectively acts as a final polishing step since in this concentration the 
etching rate decreases by about three orders of magnitude, as reported in [140]  and 
etched further for 20 min. This sometimes results in better surface quality observed by 
SEM. However, some samples after just 1:2 concentration demonstrated similar surface 
quality. This etching solution etched AlAs sacrificial layer as well as GaAs substrate 
completely and stops selectively on following GaInP layer. 
     Once etching was completed, the IR MECSEL chip was washed with distilled water 
and then dried for a few minutes. 
 
      8) The etched sample then was placed into acetone to release the gain membrane 
from crystalbond. It normally takes 30 minutes to few hours to dissolve crystalbond and 
release the membrane. 
 
      9) After membrane release, Si piece removed from acetone, and then acetone 
replaced with isopropanol. 
 
     10) Membrane was «fished» from the solution on cleaned round-shaped 8 mm 
diameter, 350 µm thick SiC heat spreader, with another SiC was placed on top. This 
sandwiched gain membrane was further placed into the specially designed sampleholder 
and then to laser cavity. The described etching procedure could potentially be translated 
to manufacturing, allowing to produce hundred to thousand membranes within one 
etching step. However, to do it with high reproducibility and reliability, the 
concentration of the etching solution compounds should be precisely controlled, as well 
as etching time, rotation speed, sample size and its position within the etching solution.   
The design of the sample holder used for first experiments with IR MECSEL was done 
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at IHFG, University of Stuttgart. The designs of sampleholders used and laser 
characterization will be described at following chapters of this thesis. 
     To characterize the surface quality of the obtained IR MECSEL membrane, both 
optical microscopy for the previously sandwiched gain membrane in a sample holder, 
and SEM for characterization of thickness and surface quality of the sample were used.  
     An example of SEM image of the typical gain membrane surface obtained is shown 
on a Figure 35. 
 
 
Fig. 35. SEM image: processed surface of IR MECSEL gain membrane. (University of Stuttgart, IHFG) 
 
     A final thickness check of the gain membrane after etching was performed, also 
being done using SEM. SEM images of the final structure are shown in Figure 36. 
 
 
Fig. 36. SEM image of IR MECSEL gain membrane, demonstrating total structure thickness of 1570 nm.  
Quantum wells could be observed as appearing lighter stripes on structure (University of Stuttgart). 
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     The quantum wells could be seen (lighter stripes on a structure). The total thickness 
of the IR gain membrane is measured to be 1570 nm. The surface quality of some other 
etched IR MECSEL membranes was also checked using SEM. An etching protocol that 
includes NH4OH (25%) : H2O2  (30%) etching in ratio 1:2 as a first step and final 
polishing step of the same etching reagents in various concentrations from 1:20 to 1:100 
and etching time from 10 to about 30 minutes generally provides sufficient surface 
quality to allow uniform bonding of the gain membrane to SiC or diamond heat 
spreaders provided that the heat spreaders are polished and surface of the membrane is 
not curved or damaged. A typical SEM image of IR MECSEL gain membrane after 
NH4OH (25%) : H2O2  (30%) etching in ratio 1:2 followed by 1:100 polishing finalizing 
etching is shown on a Figure 37. 
 
 
Fig. 37. Representative SEM image of IR MECSEL gain membrane at ×4000 magnification after being 
etched and bonded to SiC heat spreader. Beads of ither dust or AlAs sacrificial layer could be seen. 
(University of Dundee). 
     A first set of experiments aimed at testing IR MECSEL membrane in laser cavity 
was done using gain membrane sandwiched between SiC heat spreaders and placed into 
specially designed brass mount (design and fabrication of this mount was done at IHFG, 
University of Stuttgart). When the membrane was sandwiched and mounted, it was 
checked using conventional optical microscope. It allows to localize areas with not 
uniform bonding of the membrane to one or both SiC surfaces and also to check 
whether or not the membrane was damaged during sandwiching and placing onto the 
mount. Examples of such microscope images are presented in Figure 38. 
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Fig. 38. Representative optical microscope images of IR MECSEL gain membranes sandwiched between 
two SiC discs and mounted to brass mount. First two membranes from left to right were used for 
experiments, while third case shows typical damage of membrane caused by relative tilt of SiC disc heat 
spreaders during the mounting and sandwiching process. 
 
     In order to avoid cracking of the membrane during sandwiching, released gain 
membrane piece was fished from isopropanol using one SiC disc, and then second SiC 
disc placed on top of the gain membrane just before isopropanol dry completely from 
the membrane and SiC surface. Brass mount has specially designed guiding pins to 
avoid shifts and tilts of SiC discs with respect to each other during mounting process. 
 
 
 
 
                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.3 Mounting, handling and thermal management: route to higher 
power 
     After etching of the gain membrane 
released in acetone, a 
with a silicon carbide 
top and the whole package is mechanically squeezed into a brass mount.
applied pressure the contact between the membrane
     The experiment 
concentric resonator (
degrees of freedom. In addition, 
 
Fig. 39. IR MECSEL laser setup with gain membrane sandwiched between two SiC discs mounted on 
     The gain membrane
an angle of 15° to the gain membrane surface
output coupling mirror with reflectivity 
and a high reflector mirror (r =100 
be 149,6mm that corresponds to a mode diameter of 45 
brass mount containing the membrane has
the gain membrane was ~75 µm
illustrating a described setup and operating I
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was completed, and the IR MECSEL membrane 
small piece of the membrane (typical size is ~1 mm
8 mm heat spreader disc. The second heat spreader is placed on 
 and the heat spreaders 
aimed at testing laser performance is performed in a linear 
Figure 39) with resonator mirrors that can be
the sample holder can be shifted and tilted in two axes
peltier cooled brass mount. 
 
 was pumped by a 532 nm 5W-Finesse pump 
. For the output power 
of R = 98.55% and a radius
mm) where used. The cavity length was
µm at the beam
 been situated. The diameter of pump spot on 
. The temperature of heat sink was set to 10
R MECSEL is shown on a Fig
2) was caught 
 Due to the 
is improved.  
 adjusted in all 
. 
 
diode laser under 
measurements an 
 of curvature 50mm 
 aligned to 
 waist where the 
 °C. A photo 
ure 40. 
 
 
Fig. 40. A photo showing IR MECSEL operating in linear concentric cavity 
 
     For the sandwiched IR MECSEL gain membrane, 
measurements done using 
reflected and 0.2% of pump power transmitted through gain membrane mounted 
between two 350µm thick SiC heat spr
is shown on Figure 41
 
Fig. 41. Transmission and reflectivity measurements for IR MECSEL gain membrane sandwiched 
between two SiC heat spreaders, mounted in brass mount and pumped by 532 nm pump diode.
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at 990 nm 
532 nm diode laser. (University of Stuttgart) 
reflectivity and transmission 
a 532 nm pump diode, recorded at 23.1% of power being 
eaders. A graph illustrating these me
. 
 
 
 
while pumped by 
asurements 
 
 
 
 
     Keeping heat sink temperature
output power measurements for the operating laser in a concentric r
(Figure 42). 
Fig. 42. Power characteristics of the IR 
 
     Over a wide a range 
has been observed. The laser threshold
parameters deviate from the linear 
maximum output power that 
 
Fig. 43. Spectra of free
(1.3W, 2.9W, 4.9 W) revealing a shift towards longer
60 
 at 10° and using 1.45% output coupling mirror, the 
MECSEL at a heatsink temperature set to
of input power a linear behavior with a slope 
 was at 0.75 W. Above 3.5W of input power the 
behavior due to the observed 
has been obtained was measured to be
 
-running IR MECSEL laser emission for different
 wavelengths due to heat
 
 
 
 
esonator were done.  
 
 10°. 
efficiency of 8.4% 
thermal rollover. The 
 ~0.3W.  
 
 pump power 
 incorporation. 
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     The laser wavelength is ~990 nm and has a full width half maximum spectral width 
of approximately 1 nm at low pump power, which broadens with increasing pump 
power to ~6 nm at high pump power which is hown on Figure 43. With increasing of 
incident power the laser emission shifts roughly 6 nm towards longer wavelengths. This 
could happen due to the heat flow out of the system that is hampered by a moderate 
thermal resistance between the Peltier element and the gain membrane. The spectra 
reveal Fabry-Perot oscillations which cannot be resolved with the USB spectrometer 
that has been used. Additionally an envelope can be identified for higher powers that 
results from slightly different thicknesses of the heat spreaders. The performance of the 
IR MECSEL has been further improved by pumping at higher wavelength (808 nm) to 
maximize the quantum efficiency, by increasing the pump area using ~230 µm pump 
spot size on gain membrane and also using new mount design to improve heat removal. 
     To test IR MECSEL performance using 808 nm pumping, the setup shown on a 
Figure 38 has been used. Gain membrane was etched using wet chemical etching 
process described above, and placed in a linear concentric resonator formed by 1.45% 
output coupling mirror on one side and high reflector mirror on another side. In this 
case, after sandwiched membrane was placed into the brass mount, the whole mount 
then was glued to water cooled copper block as shown in Figure 44. In this case, 808 
nm DILAS laser diode was used to pump the gain membrane.  
 
 
 
Fig. 44. Setup showing 808 nm pumped IR MECSEL gain membrane being sandwiched between two SiC 
heat spreaders and stuck to copper water cooling block using thermal paste. 
 
 
     To test laser characteristi
spectrum was obtained. In this case, the pump spot size on a membrane 
to be ~230 µm. Sample was pumped 
surface. Heat sink temperature w
shown in Figure 45.  
 
Fig. 45. Setup showing 808 nm pumped IR MECSEL gain membrane being sandwiched between two SiC 
heat spreaders and sticked to copper water cooling block using thermal paste.
     Over the linear range, where there is no deviation from linear behavior due to the 
thermal roll over observed, the slope efficiency was ~8.7%. Maximum output power 
obtained was ~460 mW.  The laser wavelength was measured to be ~1007 nm which 
could be seen from spectrum, taken at 2.25 W of pump power and shown on a 
Figure 46. 
Fig. 
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cs, output power measurements were performed and laser 
under an angle of 20° to 
as 15° C. Measured pump power-
 
46. Spectrum of 808 nm pumped operating IR MECSEL
 
was measured 
the gain membrane 
output power curve is 
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      Even for an excellent and uniform bonding between the heat spreaders and the 
membrane the contact between the heat spreaders and the brass mount is a bottleneck 
for the heat flow due to the small contact area. Moreover, the heat has to pass a screw 
thread that further reduces the heat flow. In order to overcome this problem, the new 
design of the mount was done and optimal output coupling efficiency for this laser was 
studied. The high power CW operation of IR MECSEL will be described in next chapter 
of this thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.4 High power CW MECSEL 
     To overcome thermal management problems described above, a new sample holder 
mount has been designed, allowing bonding the gain membrane 
spreader. The mount consist
piece in and orifice to pass the pump beam through. Indium foil spacer was used 
between two parts of the sample holder to allow better heat contact between the copper 
blocks, and either silver 
with bonded membrane being placed. The schematics of the assembled sample holder 
with SiC heat spreader and gain membra
photo showing an actual sample holder being used.
water-cooling system and the temperature of the water was controlled by the 
chiller. 
 
Fig. 47. A schematics of copper sample holder being used in experiments where membrane was bonded 
to one SiC heat spreader and a photo of an actual mount.
 
     The single SiC heat spreader disc was used to fish the membrane piece from the 
acetone solution, and left for 15
the gain membrane to the SiC surface
the surface quality of the SiC and absence of any dirt on its surface, therefore SiC 
undergoes cleaning using acetone and propanol before proceeding to 
process. The attachment of the gain membrane to the surface also requires smooth 
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s of two copper block parts with jaws allowing to fix SiC 
or indium foil used for the both sides of the jaws where SiC 
ne on it is shown on a Figure 47 
 The copper mount was cooled using 
 
-30 minutes to dry in order to obtain uniform bonding of 
. The quality of the bonding 
to only one SiC heat 
together with a 
circulating 
 
 
generally depends on 
the actual bonding 
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surface of the membrane and absence of significantly curved or cracked bits of the 
membrane. The etching process used was again two steps wet chemical etching with 
first etching step of NH4OH (25%) and H2O2  (30%)  solution in a ratio 1:2 for about 70 
minutes followed by surface polishing step using same solution but with relative 
concentration of the etching agents of 1:20 for roughly 10 minutes. This etching 
protocol generally results in good surface quality of the final etched gain membrane. 
Surface quality of the etched gain membrane bonded with crystalbond to the silica 
piece, used as a mount for etching in rotating etching solution, was assessed using 
optical microscope at ×5 magnification. A microscope images of typical membrane 
surface quality obtained is shown in Figure 48.   
 
 
Fig. 48 Optical microscope images (×5 magnification) of the typical etched IR MECSEL membrane 
surface. Both membrane area far from the edge (left) and edge of the membrane (right) are shown. 
 
     The overall size of the etched membrane, shown on Figure 48 was ~5×3 mm. While 
most of the membrane was good enough to allow good Van der Waals bonding, actual 
bonding as described also largely depends on particular bit of the membrane used and 
fished from acetone or isopropanol after crystal bond is dissolved in acetone, and silica 
piece removed from acetone to allow breaking of the released membrane into pieces 
using pipette with acetone. Most commonly, best performance achieved in this study 
was given by uniformly bonded square pieces of membrane of about 0.5×0.5 mm in size 
and with smooth membrane surface that allows use ~230 µm pump spot to pump areas 
of the membrane without significant defects as seen by optical microscope or focusing 
CCD camera on sample surface.  
 
 
     Also, membrane pieces with non
cleaving the edges of the membrane or cracking them from the rest of the membrane 
while released membrane is floating in acetone.
     Depending on the size and shape of the gain membran
SiC heat spreader, bonding may vary a lot. 
quality of membrane bonding to SiC 
 
Fig. 49. Different bonding quality of gain membrane to one SiC heat spreader. 
     Top two images representing the bonding resulting at output power in a range of 3
W and high slope efficiency, whereas bonding similar to bottom two images generally 
giving either output power in a range 1
membrane at pump power levels of around 2
     Once membrane was bonded to SiC heat spreader, it was then placed into copper 
mount that afterwards was glued to
some superglue. The 
shown on Figure 50 with resonator mirrors that can be
can be shifted and tilted 
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-uniformly etched edges should be avoided by either 
 
e pieces that been fished to 
Representative images illustrating different 
surface are shown on a Figure 49
  
  
 
-2 W, or resulting at thermal damage of the 
-3 W.  
 a water-cooled copper block using thermal paste and 
whole mount then was placed in to a linear concentric
 adjusted, and 
in three axis. Total cavity length was ~150 mm.
.  
 
 
 
-6 
 resonator as 
the sample holder 
 
 
 
Fig. 50. Gain membrane mounted on sample holder that attached to copper water cooling 
block and placed into linear concentric resonator
     Both silver foil and indium foil of various thickness was tested on the jaws to allow 
better thermal contact of SiC heat spreader and wa
studies, silver foil generally provide
output power and slope efficiency in comparison
comparing of indium and silver foil efficiency was done for the same membrane 
mounted on copper mount using both silver and indium foil on jaws of sample holder. 
Resulting output power
 
Fig. 51. Output power curves 
foil as a spacer between copper mount jaws and SiC heat spreader.
     For an average performance gain membrane, same membrane on SiC demonstrate 
slope efficiency of 15.
to 18 W using silver foil spacer, whereas for indium foil spacer 13.1% slope 
was obtained with thermal roll
mentioned previously, best performance of I
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ter-cooled copper mount. In these
s significantly better heat removal resulting in
 to indium foil. The studies aime
 curves are shown on a Figure 51. 
for IR MECSEL with gain membrane mounted using silver foil and indium 
 
9% with no sign of thermal rollover observed for pump power up 
over appearing from 7 W of pump power. As being 
R MECSEL obtained in this studies was 
 
. 
 
 high 
d at 
 
 
efficiency 
 
 
observed using silver foil spacer. However, 
not be sufficient enough and only serve as an example since it is quite challenging to 
account for the squeezing of both silver and i
each time during screwing both parts of copper mounts together. Also, silver and 
indium foil has different thickness. However, in both cases squeezing of the foils was 
achieved that was demonstrated by easy seen tr
Also, the jaws of the mount should be parallel with very high precision since any 
deviation from parallel arrangement of the jaws results on breaking SiC heat spreader or 
on non-uniform squeezing of the foil by SiC 
worth performance of the laser.
     To get the optimal output coupling efficiency for the IR MECSEL, a set of output 
couplers was studied. The data representing optimal output coupling 
on a Figure 52.  
 
               
 
     For the range of output coupling mirrors used output coupling in a range 2.15% 
2.9% seem to be optimal for this particular laser. For further high output power 
experiments, a 2.15% output cou
spreader-IR-gain-membrane was mounted to copper mount with indium spacer between 
the copper blocks and with ~5×4 mm silver foil pieces as spacer between jaws of copper 
mount and SiC heat spreader. Gain membrane was then pumped using 808 nm DILAS 
diode laser under an 
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the data demonstrated in Figure 43
ndium foil and amount of pressure applied 
acks from SiC heat spreader on the foil. 
which limits thermal contact and results on 
 
Fig. 52. Output coupling efficiency for IR MECSEL
pling was used. The good bonded
angle of 20° to membrane surface on linear concentric resonator 
 could 
efficiency is shown 
 
 
-
-to-8mm SiC heat 
 
 
with total cavity length of ~150mm. The pump spot size on membrane surface measured 
to be ~230 µm.  
     Measurements were done while keeping heat sink temperature at 15 °
IR MECSEL operating in describ
 
Fig. 53. IR MECSEL operating in linear concentric resonator pumped by 808 nm diode laser.
 
     Transmitted and reflected light measurements while membrane being pumped at 
808 nm with 3.1 W of pump power resulted at 0.156 W of power transmitted through 
the membrane bonded to one SiC heat spreader and 0.252 W of power being reflected. 
In this case as before, the SiC side containing bonded membrane being pumped. 
 
Fig. 54. Output power vs pump power curve for IR MECSEL. Membrane bonded to one SiC. Gain 
membrane size ~800x600µm. At 15 °C, maximum slope efficiency obta
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ed setup is shown in Figure 53. 
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     For the gain membrane structure discussed in 3.2.1, maximum slope efficiency while 
the laser operating at 15 °C was 23.7% with maximum output power of ~5W. 2.15% 
output coupler was used and pump spot size on the membrane was ~230 µm. The 
resulting output power curve is shown on a Figure 54. Further output power curves were 
recorded at heat sink temperatures of 12 °C and -10 °C with incident pump power up to 
40 W and are shown in Figure 55. 
 
Fig. 55. Output power vs pump power curve for IR MECSEL. Membrane bonded to one SiC. Gain 
membrane size ~800x600µm. At -10 °C, maximum slope efficiency obtained for this structure in this 
study was 27.5% 
 
     At 12 °C heat sink temperature thermal roll-over of the output power can be seen and 
a maximum power of 6 W was achieved. When the heat sink temperature was reduced 
to -10 °C no evidence of thermal rollover was observed up to 10.1 W output power at 
40 W pump power which represented the pump power limit for the diode used. 
 
 
Fig. 56. Representative optical spectrum of DBR-free Semiconductor Disc Laser 
taken at 15°heat sink temperature and 5 W output power 
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     The slope efficiency of the laser was 21.1% and 27.5% at heat sink temperatures of 
12 °C and -10 °C respectively. A representative optical spectrum of the laser, taken at a 
heat sink temperature of 15° and 5 W output power is shown in Figure 56.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.5 Wavelength tuning
     Wavelength tuning experiments where done 
cavity length of ~150 mm and output coupling of 1.45%. Membrane was pumped at an 
angle of 20° to membrane surface by 808 nm diode laser with pump spot size on a 
membrane of ~230µm. 
μm-thick quartz birefringent
angle as shown in Figure 57
Fig. 57. IR MECSEL in a concentric linear resonator containing birefringent 
     The wavelength tuning from 995 to 1020 nm
of 0.7 W under 3.1 W of pump power at a wavelength of 1007 nm
sink temperature at 15°
operating wavelengths ar
Fig. 58
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in linear concentric resonator
The laser wavelength was tuned by rotating an uncoated 500
 filter which was introduced into laser cavity at Brewster’s 
. 
filter for wavelength tuning. 
 was achieved, with a maximum power 
. The measured power and optical spectra for a range of 
e shown in Figure 58.  
. IR MECSEL wavelength tuning using quartz birefringent
 with total 
-
 
 
 and keeping heat 
 
. 
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3.2.6 Conclusions and Future prospects 
     A 10.1 W continuous wave output power from DBR-free SDL at 1007 nm at a heat 
sink temperature of -10 °C, with a 10 QW resonant periodic gain structure, van der 
Waals bonded to an 8 mm diameter, 300 μm thick SiC heat spreader was demonstrated. 
Laser slope efficiency of 21.1% and 27.5% at heat sink temperatures of 12 °C and -
10 °C respectively were achieved. The laser wavelength of output laser beam could be 
tuned from 995 nm to 1020 nm by introducing 0.5 mm quartz birefringent filter into 
cavity. While SiC has a lower thermal conductivity than diamond, it is cheaper and 
more widely available, and its high surface quality allows for uniform and robust van 
der Waals bonding with low optical loss. The laser performance largely depends on heat 
removal from SiC and therefore on thermal contact of SiC and the jaws of copper heat 
spreader. Introducing the silver foil between SiC and copper heat sink improves heat 
contact but the reproducibility of the mounting of SiC to the copper mount is very low.       
     That could be improved by designing new copper heat sinks that allow cooling of 
SiC from both sides and highly-repeatable mounting process. To further improve IR 
MECSEL performance, wet chemical etching process can be improved to increase the 
surface quality and reproducibility. It can be done for example by introducing additional 
third etching step with low acid concentration or employing other etching solutions.      
Multiple heatspreaders, or «sandwiched» heatspreaders approach can further improve 
thermal management, provided that optical quality of SiC or diamond heatspreaders is 
high enough, and bonding is uniform. In-well multi-pass pumping can be another option 
for higher power MECSELs. In addition, to improve overall efficiency at higher power 
values, multiple-chip, multiple-heatspreader or slab configurations can be used.  
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4. Semiconductor saturable absorber membrane 
4.1.1 Introduction to saturable absorbers 
    Mode-locking is the process of locking the phase between longitudinal modes of the 
laser to produce  pulsed output. VECSELs could be made to operate in pulsed regime 
using active or passive mode-locking. Active mode-locking achieved by periodic 
modulation of the resonator losses or of the round-trip phase change using electro-optic 
and acousto-optic modulators. In active mode-locking, the modulator acts as periodic 
shutter that opens once per round-trip time of the pulse, providing predictable and 
controllable modulation. However, active mode-locking becomes ineffective for very 
short pulses - due to limited modulators response times, pulse durations that could be 
achieved using active mode-locking are in a range of nanoseconds. In contrast, passive 
mode-locking mechanism allows achieving significantly shorter pulses, where laser 
pulse itself used for switching of the modulator from high to low loss states, and loss 
modulation is automatically synchronized with the laser pulses. If response time of 
nonlinearity is fast enough, the modulation function gets faster as pulse gets shorter. 
Saturable absorber is effectively an optical absorbing medium where absorption 
decreases with intensity. Saturable absorbers could be divided on two types: fast and 
slow saturable absorbers. In fast saturable absorbers, recovery time is significantly 
shorter than the pulse duration. In slow saturable absorbers pulse duration is much 
shorter than the recovery time. Due to not instantaneous recovery of the real fast 
saturable absorber, the achieved pulse duration is formed as a result of the balance 
between total pulse shortering per round trip by absorber, and total broadening per 
round trip.   
     The analytical solutions for pulse duration and shape in case of fast saturable 
absorber, has been found by Haus [141], assuming parabolic frequency profile of the 
gain and absence of the dynamic gain saturation: 
1
𝜔 𝜏
≈
𝑔
1 + q
−  1
q
(1 + q)
P
4P
ω T       (19) 
     Where q is saturable absorber loss normalized to cavity loss, PA and PL are absorber 
and gain saturation powers, ωL – laser bandwith, TP – round trip time, and g0 – small 
signal gain. 
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     In case of slow saturable absorber, the pulse exceeds the gain. The pulse saturates an 
absorber upon arrival, and loss line drops below the gain resulting at pulse net 
amplification. Later gain starts to saturate and drops below the loss. Therefore, in this 
case gain saturation closes the window of net gain and allows formation of the stable 
pulse, and stable mode-locking could be achieved only provided that saturable absorber 
saturated faster than the gain. For the slow saturable absorber, it was shown [141] that 
net gain curve in energy domain could be approximated by parabola, and pulse duration 
could be calculated as: 
𝜏 =
𝑓
𝛺
1
𝑞𝐸
          (20) 
     where EP – pulse energy, and Ωg – gain bandwith. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.2 SESAM characterization
     Mode-locking is the process of locking the 
laser, and could be realized actively or passively. Active mode
obtained by periodic modulation of the resonator losses or of the round
change using for example 
locking, the modulator acts as periodic shutter that opens once per roun
pulse.       
     Passive mode-locking of VECSEL using SESAM has been for the first time 
demonstrated in 2000 [
used for VECSELs. 
element, but could also
Mode-locked Integrated External
Typical SESAM formed by mirror structure and an integrated saturable absorber formed 
normally by either quantum wells or quantum dots. 
act as saturable absorbers, allowing broad wavelength coverage and
Design flexibility of SESAMs 
section and optimize nonlinear macroscopic parame
parameters are nonlinear optical reflectivity and saturable absorption temporal recovery. 
Semiconductor gain dynamic saturation 
SESAM is setting up a pulse formation in modelocked VECSEL. 
on a Figure 59: 
Fig. 59. An illustration of the basic pulse formation proc
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phase between longitudinal modes of the 
electro-optic and acousto-optic modulator
107], and since that time became key mode
SESAM in mode-locked VECSELs usually acts as 
 be monolithically integrated into gain medium, resulting at 
-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (MIXSEL) 
Semiconductors are well suited to 
allows adjust the field propagation within the absorber
ters. Key two macroscopic SESAM 
combined with dynamic reflectivity change of 
ess in SESAM mode-locked VECSEL [from 
 
-locking could be 
-trip phase 
s. In active mode-
d-trip time of the 
-locking technique 
external 
[142]. 
 short recovery time. 
 
 It could be illustrated 
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     Losses in absorber (red curve) are reduced by incoming pulse (marked black)
lower energies in compare to saturation (green curve)
amplification due to opening of the gain window.
fluence on the absorber could be written as:
     Where  Fp – incident pulse fluence, E
mode area of the Gaussian beam on the SESAM. 
curve of the  pulse fluence
Fig. 60
        On the reflectivity curve, the difference in reflectivity of the completely saturated 
and not saturated SESAM is called saturat
absorption or scattering are labeled 
is called saturation fluence F
fluence where due to the induced 
loses and induced absorption at higher fluencies are taken into account, then nonlinear 
reflectivity could be written as: 
𝑅(𝑓
    Particularly, in case of two
could be calculated as:
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, which resulting at pulse 
 Following [134
 
𝐹 =
𝐸
𝐴
                (21) 
p – incident pulse energy, A
Figure 60 illustrates the
.  
. Reflectivity as a function of the incident pulse fluence
ion depth ∆R, nonsaturable losses caused by 
∆Rns , and pulse fluence for which SESAM saturated 
sat . F2 describes the induced absorption, which shows the 
absorption reflectivity drops to 1/e.
 
) =
𝐿𝑛[1 + 𝑅 /𝑅 (𝑒 − 1)]
𝐹 𝐹⁄
𝑒           (
-photon absorption the induced absorption coefficient 
 
, at 
], the incident pulse 
abs – 1/e
2 intencity 
 characteristic 
 
 [134]. 
 If nonsaturable 
22) 
 
 
𝐹 =
     Where 𝛽TPA – two
index and (z) describes the normalized electric field in the structure.
transverse mode profile of the pulses normally Gaussian, by integrating over beam 
profile, the reflectivity could be found as: 
𝑅
     Where Fp = Ep/(πω
well with nonlinear refl
important parameter of the SESAM is temporal response
time-resolved differential reflectivity 
response curve for QW
Figure 61 [134].  
Fig. 61. Representative temporal impulse response for QW
 
       Most SESAMs demonstrat
 
𝑅
     with the amplitudes of
respectively. In case of
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𝜏
0.585 ∫ 𝛽 (𝑧)𝑛 (𝑧)|𝜀(𝑧)| 𝑑𝑧
                (
-photon absorption coefficient, τp – pulse length,
 
𝐹 =
1
2𝐹
𝑅(𝐹) 𝑑𝐹                           (24
2) . The equation (24) could be solved numerically, and agrees 
ectivity that has been observed experimentally.
 that could be 
measurement. A representative time
-based InGaAs SESAM designed for 1030 nm is shown on a 
-based SESAM
e a bitemporal impulse response that could be written as:
= 𝐴𝑒 ⁄ + (1 − 𝐴)𝑒 ⁄                    
 
 slow τslow and fast τfast components equal to A and 1
 a QW-based SESAM, fast time constant determed by carrier
23) 
 n- refractive 
 Since the 
) 
 Another 
obtained from 
-resolved 
 
 [134]. 
 
 (25) 
-A, 
-
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carrier scattering processes, and slow time constant determed by interband trapping and 
recombination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.3 Design approaches for SESAMs 
     SESAM offers saturable absorber layers and field enhancement design flexibility, 
with macroscopic parameters that could be optimized over wide range for different 
lasers and wavelength. 
well or quantum dots layer that acts as saturable absorber and top la
control of dispersion and absorptio
performed employing
electric field inside and outside the SESAM 
– refractive index, 𝜀 
oscillating within values interval [0; 4] for a 
intensity inside the structure for a given position z could be written as [
     with the field enhancement factor ξ
modulation depth ∆R
     SESAM structure design could be resonant or antiresonant
Figure 61 for the structures based on AlAs / GaAs materials and wavelength of 960 nm 
[150].  
Fig. 62. Field enhancement and refractive index curve shown for resonant
 
     The product of saturation fluence F
required to saturate the SESAM completely.
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SESAM typically formed by semiconductor DBR, a quantum
n. Growth of the SESAM
 MOVPE or MBE. Transfer-matrix algorithm allows
structure. If Iinc is incident field intensity, 
– normalized to 1 electric field, and |𝜀(𝑧)|
mirror with 100% reflectivity, then 
𝐼(𝑧) = 𝑛(𝑧)|𝜀(𝑧)| 𝐼                 (26) 
abs inside the absorber, and proportional to 
 denoted as:  
𝜉 =  |𝜀(𝑧 )|                           (27) 
 –
SESAM (a) and antiresonant SESAM (b) 
sat and modulation depth ∆R 
 
-
yers that allows 
 structure could be 
 calculate 
n 
 is field enhancement, 
134]:  
 both are shown on a 
 
 
describes the energy 
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     Anti-resonant SESAM structure is useful since it has quite broad operation 
wavelength range, while keeping saturable absorber parameters almost constant, and 
relatively high saturation fluence.  Therefore, antiresonant SESAM designs are 
beneficial for high-power lasers mode-locking and lasers with high intracavity pulse 
energies. Alternatively, strong wavelength sensitivity of the resonant SESAM structures 
could be beneficial in some cases since it allows to simultaneously tune operation 
wavelength and modulation depth, but operation wavelength range is largely limited 
and electrical field inside the structure is higher, that leads to more two-photon 
absorption. Mostly, SESAMs are designed in such a way that the pulse is many times 
saturating them, making sure they saturate much faster than gain, therefore mode waist 
on SESAM should be kept smaller than on gain. To achieve stable mode-locking, 
another important condition is that the recovery time of the SESAM should be fast. 
However, since saturable loses became higher with the recovery time getting shorter, 
that limits the design of the structures with very short recovery time due to low overall 
gain of VECSELs. A solution for that could be quantum wells that grown very close to 
top surface of the sample. In this case it was shown that surface recombination effects 
accelerating saturable absorber recovery due to presence of free bonds localizing the 
charge in the top layer of semiconductor. Another possibility for increasing the rate of 
recovery dynamics in SESAM is to employ a quantum dot-based SESAM. This allows 
to reduce simultaneously saturation fluence and modulation depth by reducing density 
of states.   
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4.1.4 Kerr lens mode-locking, optical Stark effect mode-locking, quasi-
soliton mode-locking and colliding pulse mode-locking. 
     Kerr Lens Mode-locking (KLM) became successful mode-locking technique for 
solid-state lasers. KLM has been employed in Ti:Sapphire, with the first sub-100-fs 
pulses generation using KLM has been reported in 1991 [143] and sub-5-fs pulses 
reported in 1999 [144]. In KLM case, the effects of nonlinear focusing are combined 
with spatial apertures. On a Figure 63, laser cavity contain Kerr medium and gain 
medium. A pulse that builds up in this cavity undergoes self-phase modulation and self-
focusing. Here, self-focusing is effectively nonlinear lensing of the laser beam induced 
by nonlinear refractive index of the Kerr medium. 
 
Fig. 63  A scheme of KLM in case of hard and soft aperture.  
     Since higher intensities undergo stronger focusing, a laser pulse that passes trough 
Kerr medium has time-dependent mode size. When a hard aperture is placed into a 
cavity, strongly self-focused light is passed through the aperture, and not self-focused 
light is passing through the aperture with some loss. KLM could also be achieved using 
soft aperture, avoiding placing an external aperture into a cavity. In soft aperture case, 
the laser beam self-focusing increases the overlap between signal in the gain medium 
and pump signal. It provides higher gain to the self-focused light than to non-self-
focused light. That results in laser operating in pulsed mode. A general drawback of 
  
  
  
   
soft aperture hard aperture 
gain 
Kerr 
medium 
intensity 
self-focusing 
 beam 
waist 
 
 
KLM is that this process is not self starting and
KLM has also been reported in VECSELs [
front of high reflectiv
opened a discussion whether or not reported lasers 
     Ultrafast optical Stark mode
260 fs transform-limited pulses generated directly by an optical Stark passively mode
locked VECSEL at 1 GHz repetition rate being reported
semiconductor saturable absorber mirror and a step
Stark effect is the absorption resonance wavelength shift due to an external electric field 
of an optical pulse. If the absorber
pulse shifts the absorption peak away from
decrease of the laser absorption.
at greater shift and more change in absorption, so optical Stark effect absorber gets 
more efficient with the pulses gets shorter.
an exciton resonance for a quantum well with no excitation, and also the St
the presence of an intense non
shows the modulation spectrum.
Fig. 64
     Studies aimed at Stark effect absorber modeling [
this case could be shortened to a limit of twice the dephasing time of the medium.
     Another mode-locking mechanism 
when GDD in cavity has opposite sign to second
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 quite sensitive to external perturbations.
101, 102] where hard aperture is placed in 
e mirror or output coupling mirror. However, these
are actually clearly mode
-locked VECSEL was demonstrated in 2008 [
 using surface recombination 
-index gain structure
 is designed in such a way that electric field of a laser 
 the laser wavelength, 
 Therefore, the pulses with higher intensities will result 
 Figure 64 shows the absorption spectrum of 
-resonant pulse. The difference between two curv
 
.  Self absorption modulation induced by optical Stark effect 
(From [94]). 
 
146] demonstrated that pulses in 
- quasi-soliton mode-locking
-order dispersion.
    
 studies have 
-locked.   
145], with 
-
. The optical 
then it will result in a 
ark-shifted in 
es 
 
 
  
, could be observed 
 In this case, pulse 
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spectral broadering due to intensity-dependent dispersion is followed by pulse duration 
compression to new minimal value due to fixed GDD action. Therefore, since the pulse 
shortening obtained without prevention of the noise amplification in cavity, quasi-
soliton mode-locking also utilize saturable absorber for laser stabilization against CW 
lasing. This mode-locking principle was successfully used in Ti:sapphire and dye lasers. 
In VECSELs, Kerr nonlinearity effect is relatively weak, however light-induced 
changes of the carrier density can result at nonlinear phase changes, similar to those 
from the Kerr effect. In that case, quasi-soliton pulses can be obtained in the normal 
dispersion regime close to the Fourier transform limit [147].  
     The demonstration of the generation of sub-100-fs pulses using passively-mode-
locked dye laser in a ring cavity, called colliding pulse mode-locked (CPM) ring dye 
laser, was reported in 1998 [148]. Original CPM dye laser contained an absorber dye jet 
within a ring cavity. In a such cavity geometry, two counter propagating optical pulses 
colliding in saturable absorber and produce a transient grating, leading to stabilization, 
synchronization and shortering the pulses. As a result, coherent interaction of the optical 
pulses decreases saturation energy and increase the effective cross section of the 
saturable absorber. Recently, CPM was reported in VECSELs [84]. In the reported 
studies, semiconductor gain medium and SESAM have been placed in a ring cavity to 
ensure stable colliding pulse operation. Using this geometry, 195fs pulses with an 
average power of 225 mW at a repetition rate of 2.2 GHz where demonstrated.  
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4.2 Concept and structure of SESAME  
     One of the important conditions for the stable VECSEL mode-locking using SESAM 
is a tight cavity mode focusing on a SESAM, in order to keep the saturation level 
constant. At a higher repetition rates operation, it leads to power being deposited to 
smaller spots, multiple SESAM bleaching per round trip and a higher temperature rise 
that could result at thermal damage of the SESAM. Efficient thermal management can 
address this problem. Heat removal from the SESAM could be obtained for example 
using various heat spreaders combined with substrate removal, or cooling the SESAM 
by liquid nitrogen flow. For mode-locking around 1µm, it is also possible to apply thin 
alumina layer on a SESAM surface, allowing two-dimentional heat removal.  
     An alternative approach could be the one similar to IR MECSEL, described earlier in 
this thesis. DBR in SESAM provides high reflectivity ensures E-field pinning and could 
be similar to those used in VECSEL gain samples or with a bit offset centre wavelength 
that sometimes could lead to better dispersion compensation. Spacing between the top 
of the DBR and the air interface sets the magnitude of the E-field at the position of the 
quantum well. SESAM structure excluding DBR could be MOVPE grown directly on a 
sacrificial layer that grown on GaAs substrate. As in case of MECSEL, SESAME 
(Semiconductor Saturable Absorber Membrane) benefit from extended range of 
potential materials systems choices and better heat management, due to the absence of 
multilayer DBR. SESAME in addition makes it possible to use more resonator 
configurations.  
     An unprocessed SESAME used further in this thesis for mode-locking experiments 
has been designed jointly with IHFG, University of Stuttgart and MOVPE grown at the 
University of Stuttgart in a 3×2” close coupled showerhead reactor on a GaAs substrate. 
The resulting SESAME structure, including a 200 nm AlAs sacrificial layer is shown on 
a Figure 65. 
 
 
Fig. 65. Unprocessed SESAM
 
     SESAME, shown on a Figure 65
~1000nm. This is a quarter
In0.2Ga0.8As surface quantum wells 5 nm from both surfaces and with a 200 nm thick 
AlAs etch stop sacrificial layer, grown on GaAs substrate.
quantum wells is to make a 
SESAME mounted to
the other on an anti
transmission geometry
quarter-wave thick design 
one well, and and anti
of  intermediate case 
QWs. The dispersion 
quarter wavelength device thickness
thickness has been checked using SE
SESAME thickness, shown on a Figure 66
nm sacrificial AlAs layer.
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E structure (GaAs substrate layer not shown).
 has been designed for VECSEL mode
-wave thick gallium arsenide film 
 The idea of using two 
final design as flexible as possible. 
 dielectric mirror, it would have one of the QWs on a node, and 
-node. However, the idea was also to use same SESAME in
, where there is a lot less pinning of the E
it is possible to force the laser to either work with a node on 
-node on the other, with equal E-field on each QW, or some 
 with the lowest overall insertion loss, but in
and spectral filtering in this design are minimized due to the 
. After the growth, membrane SESAM wafer 
M (University of Stuttgart)
, was measured to be 71 nm, followed by 194 
 
 
-locking at 
containing two 
For example, in case 
 
-field. By using a 
sort 
 can't avoid both 
. The resulting 
 
 
Fig. 66. SEM image, showing the thickness of the SESAM
     According to SEM, the 
structure. 
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E unprocessed wafer.
thickness of the final structure matches with the designed 
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4.2.1 Processing and mounting 
     First attempts for SESAME etching were done using wet chemical etching processes 
that include continually stirring the sample in an ammonium hydroxide solution 
NH4OH:H2O2 in various ratios, including 1:2, 1:30, and 1:100. However, such a 
solution was not selective enough against the 5 nm GaAs layer, which followed after 
AlAs sacrificial layer. Therefore, in this case the etching approach known as lateral 
etching has been used [149, 150]. In this thesis, the above mentioned epitaxial lift-off 
process allows the separation of a thin layer of III-V material from the substrate by 
selective etching of an intermediate AlAs layer with 10% HF solution. The etching was 
performed in a 10% HF solution, under the following procedure:  
 
1. Pieces of SESAME 6x4 mm in size were cleaved from the wafer and coated 
with 2.4 mg of Apiezon W wax using trichloroethylene (TCE) as a solvent. A 
drop of solvent was placed on a piece of a wafer then wax placed into a solvent 
drop and gently agitated to dissolve evenly. These steps resulted on an even ~50-
100 microns thick layer of wax. Then cleaved and coated SESAME wafer piece 
was left to dry for about 12 hours. 
2. The edges of the wafer were scraped gently using a scalpel blade to remove any 
wax that has gone over the edges and could prevent the acid to etch the AlAs 
layer. 
3. The wax was annealed by placing the sample on a hot plate for 30 min at ~70 C. 
4. The initial wafer piece was cleaved into ~2×2 mm pieces. 
5. Three pieces where then placed into the pre-mixed 10% HF solution. Every ~30 
minutes the dish with HF was gently stirred and the samples were gently moved 
around within HF solution using tweezers to check if the membranes have 
separated from the substrate. 
6. After ~90 minutes the separation of the SESAME was observed. After the 
separation,  SESAME was transferred into a pot of distilled water. Normally, the 
membrane was held on the surface by surface tension while the substrate is 
sunk. 
7. To ensure complete washing of the acid off the SESAME, the membrane was 
transferred into a second pot of water.  
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8. The membrane was fished onto the heatspreader (SiC and diamond), removed 
from the water and left for ~12 hours to dry and ensure good contact bonding. 
9. The wax was then washed off in one pot of TCE, followed by a rinse in a second 
pot of clean TCE.  
10. The SESAME surface then was checked using optical microscope, placed into a 
sampleholder and used for experiments. 
     Two pieces of etched SESAME, about 2×2 mm in size each, were transferred to 
diamond and SiC. Surface quality of both samples has been afterwards characterized 
in optical microscope under ×5 times magnification. Figure 67 a) and b) 
representing SESAME mounted on diamond and SiC respectively. 
  
Fig 67. Processed SESAME mounted on diamond (a) and SiC (b) substrates. 
    It should be noticed that this process is suitable for fabrication of up to tens of 
samples in one go. However, only about 70% of SESAME samples etched where 
removed from the substrate successfully. The success rate in this case could be 
increased by adjusting HF concentration and more precise control of Apiezon wax 
quantity, as well as better etching time control. However, the necessity of scraping the 
wafer edges, requirement for a periodic sample stirring in solution to access substrate 
separation and certain limitations applied to sample size for better epitaxial lift-off 
makes this process not optimal for translation it to manufacturing.  
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4.2.2 Characterization and complexities for standard techniques
     Etched SESAME 
for further experiments aimed at characterizati
of cavities. A 1015 nm ant
QWs spaced one per antinode in an antiresonant active region on top of a GaAs/AlAs 
based DBR. Gain sample was t
soldering onto a thermal diamon
mode-locking experiments that will be described further.
     A CW straight cavity was used to test the gain chip performance and is described 
below. Straight cavity 
mm focusing lens giving a pump spot diameter of ~260
shown on a Figure 68
 Fig 68
     To check the ways how SESAM
influence on threshold and output powe
pump spot size was ~260
90 
pieces that mounted to SiC and diamond heat speaders was used 
on of membrane SESAM in a few types 
iresonant VECSEL gain sample was used. It has
hermally managed by substrate removal and indium 
d. This gain sample was used in all characterization and 
 
has a 100 mm 0.7% OC. 30 mm pump collimation lens and 75 
 µm. Calibration r
. 
. VECSEL output power as a function of pump power 
E could be introduced in laser cavity and its 
r, a cavity shown on a Figure 69
 µm. 
Fig 69. Cavity for SESAME initial characterization. 
 
 ×10 InGaAs 
esults are 
 
cavity. 
 was used. A 
 
 
 
     For the cavity above, o
this case, output power curves were measured 
but missing the membrane, the diamond but missing the membrane, and the membrane 
on the SiC. Representative
Fig 70.Outputpower vs pump current for different heatspreader and membrane positions.
     As could be seen from the Figure 70
also the laser did not
Therefore, only the SiC
locking experiments. 
     Mode-locking using SESAM
SESAM. For example, 
properties influence on mode
modes that also could affect stable mode
cavity shown on a Figure 71
membrane surface and the SiC 
three parts. In order to achieve
have to be resonant with each other, and
a quick check using radio frequency spectrum analyzer 
of mode-locking. 
     To overcome the problem
Figure 71 was built. The pump 
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utput power curves were measured to test a SESAM
for the laser alone, the laser on the SiC 
 data are shown on a Figure 70. 
, loss of the particular used
 actually lase when aligned on the membrane on the diamond. 
 heatspreaders were used for further characterization and mode
E has additional challenges in compare to conventional 
bonding of the SESAME membrane to SiC results at SiC optical 
-locking and modulated spectrum corresponding to etalon 
-locking. Another issue, in particular, with
 is that there will be Fresnel reflections from both t
- air interface, meaning that this cavity is divided into 
 harmonic mode-locking, all three 
 so mode-locking wasn’t expected
(RFSA) did
 of the various sub cavities, the ring cavity 
spot size was ~260 µm. 
E loss. In 
 
 
 diamond is very high 
  
-
 the 
he 
sub cavities would 
. In this case, 
 not show any sign 
shown on 
 
 
Fig 71
     Output power curves for this laser 
heatspreader, on the heatspreader, and on the membrane.
on a Figure 72 below.
Fig 72. Output power curves for unobstructed laser, laser hitting SiC and membrane on a SiC in a ring 
     RF spectra on Figure 73
some without), but individual harmonics are not particularly clean, so it does not appear 
that this laser is mode
taken when missing the membrane looks very similar 
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. Ring cavity with SESAME mounted on SiC heatspreader.
were taken in cases without the membrane or 
 Representati
 
cavity 
 show harmonics of similar height (som
-locked. This is supported by the observation that the RF spectra 
to when hitting the membrane.
 
 
ve data are shown 
 
e with sidebands, 
 
 
 
     Optical spectra on Fi
modulation from the SiC etalon. 
membrane and demonstrated shift
Fig 74. Optical spectra of ring cavity laser with SESAM
     Figure 75 shows a SESAM
Fig 
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Fig 73. RF spectra of laser operating in ring cavity. 
gure 74 generally have bandwidths of ~2
A set of the data was taken on the SiC but
 to a longer wavelength. 
E bonded to SiC
E in operating ring cavity laser. 
 
75. Operating ring cavity laser: laser spot on a SESAM
 
-4 nm and show 
 missing the 
 
 
E 
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     It was not entirely clear why the ring cavity above isn’t mode-locking. One 
possibility that can be investigated is the spot size on the membrane. Building ring 
cavitites with different spot sizes is quite time consuming, so possible alternative is to 
use SESAMEs as end mirrors in V or Z cavities which are better suited to varying spot 
sizes. Another option is to produce and try another SESAME samples. This approach 
will be discussed in next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.3 SESAME mode
     To proceed further with experiments aimed at gain sample mode
SESAME, three more samples
4.2.1. Two samples detached from their substrates and were transferred 
a plane dielectric HR mirror
conductivity. In contrast, alternatives like metallic mirrors for a given wavelength have 
better thermal conductivity however their reflectivity is lower.
adds more loses into the cavity which affects laser operation, an HR mirror was used in 
this case.  One of two membranes that located
surface quality, so this was the membrane that was used.
HR mirror that was used further in exp
     The SESAME sample bonded to HR mirror was tested in
Figure 77. 
Fig. 77. Z
     The same pump spot size
was ~23 µm. The threshold missing the SESAME
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-locked VECSEL 
 were etched following the process described in chapter 
 that has a reflectivity ̴ 99.95% but suffer from poor thermal 
 
 nearer the edge of the mirror 
 The photo of the 
eriments is shown on a Figure 76
 
Fig. 76. Processed SESAME bonded to HR mirror 
 a z-cavity shown on a 
-cavity containing gain sample and SESAME on HR mirror
 of ~260 µm was used and the spot size on the SESAME
 was 1.34 W 
-locking using 
in this case onto 
As lower reflectivity 
had better 
SESAME on 
. 
 
 
 
and was 2.3 W in the 
 
 
SESAME. The power was limited very stro
poor thermal conductivity of the glass HR
pump powers only fractionally above threshold.
     Despite this low power, clean mode
demonstrating multiple harmonic
     However, the power was too low to get FROG traces. Optical spec
showed bandwidths of ~1 nm.
     
Fig.
     To check whether a larger spot on the membrane would be better
cavity, shown on a Figure 80
96 
ngly by heating in the SESAME
.  Therefore, power was limited to ~2 mW at 
 
-locking was observed. Clean RF spectra 
s shown on a Figure 78.  
Fig. 78. RF spectra demonstrating multiple harmonics
 
 79. Optical spectra of SESAME mode-locked VECSEL
 has been built:  
 due to the 
 
 
tra on a Figure 79 
 
 
, the following 
 
 
Fig. 80. Cavity for VECSEL mode
     In this case the spot size on the SESAME
up to ~5 mW were possible 
mode-locking was also slightly more stable than in the previous case. Other
locking performance was
spectra are shown on the Figures 81
a Figure 82 are inverted since
photodiode to enable fast scope trace to be recorded
Fig. 81. RF spectra of mode
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-locking using SESAME mounted to HR mir
SESAME is 38 microns. 
 was ~38 microns. Slight
but mod-locking was only stable at 
 similar. Data from RF spectra, fast scope traces
-83. Fast scope traces of mode
 an inverting amplifier was used to boost signal from fast 
. 
-locked VECSEL for cavity from Figure
 
ror. The spot size on the 
ly higher powers 
powers ~2 mW. The 
wise mode-
 and optical 
-locked VECSEL on 
 
 80. 
 
 
                              
Fig. 82. Fast scope traces of mode
Fig. 83. Optical spectra of modelocked 
    To try a larger pump spot the 75 mm HR was replaced by
SESAMe spot of ~60 microns. Mode
was tried with a 1.45% output coupler rather than a 0.7% OC. This allowed higher 
output powers (up to ~8 mW) and appeared to be marginally closer to mode
Next attempt was made using
HR. Mode-locking was se
Mode-locking would be stable for a f
few seconds later. This presumably
locked, followed by cooling whe
have been down to wavelength shifts and so might have been addressed by temperature 
tuning, but we did not investigate this in detail given
Finally the 1.45% OC was tested 
unstable. RF spectra were not recorded because of this
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-locked VECSEL for cavity from Figure 
VECSEL for cavity from Figure 80
 a 100 mm HR giving a 
-locking was not seen in this case. The same cavity 
 the 1.45% output coupler and switching back to a 75 mm 
en again, but with stability made worse by thermal problems. 
ew seconds before switching off
 indicated heating of the SESAME
n the mode-locking switches itself off. This may well 
 such a low performance laser.
with the 50 mm HR. This laser was also really quite 
. When more hopeful RF spectra 
80. 
 
. 
-locking. 
    
 then back on a 
 when mode-
 
 
 
were seen (Figure 84)
the SESAM could be 
Fig. 84. Optical spectra of the laser usin
mm HR. 
     In order to try to address the thermal problems while also using a z cavity for 
simplicity, the SESAM
obviously introduces an etalon into the cavity, so is not ideal.
shows strong modulation from the etalon and quite broad bandwidths. 
same z cavity from Fig
reducing the spot size on the SESAM
cavity configuration. 
gain chip using SESAM
sidebands due to SiC etalon. Figures 87 and 88 showing 
phase as well as temporal intensity profile and temporal phase respectively
by the FROG system. 
Fig. 85. RF spectra of SESAM
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, they were linked to broader optical spectra 
capable of supporting fs pulses. 
 
g cavity geometry from Figure 80 with the 1.45% OC 
E has been placed on SiC from earlier in front of a mirror. This 
 Spectra on a Figure 86 
ure 80, but with the 75 mm mirror replaced with a 50 mm mirror, 
E. Output power of up to 1 W 
Data on Figures 85-88 are illustrating modelocking of VECSEL 
E. Figure 85 shows harmonics with similar high with some 
retrieved
 
 
E mode-locked VECSEL. In this case, SESAM
heatspreader. 
which might hint that 
and the 50 
This used the 
was possible in this 
 spectrum, spectral 
 as measured 
E is bonded to SiC 
 
 
                                
Fig. 86. Spectra of SESAM
Fig. 87. Retrieved 
Fig. 88. Retrieved temporal intensity profile and temporal phase of SESAM
     The next step towards mode
cavity shown on a Figure 89
having a spot size similar to t
100 
 
E mode-locked VECSEL, demonstrating strong modulation from the SiC 
etalon. 
spectrum and spectral phase of the SESAME mode-
E
-locking using SESAME was to try a ring cavity. The 
 chosen as being having relatively easy 
he z cavities used previously.  
 
locked VECSEL. 
 
 mode-locked VECSEL. 
configuration,  and 
 
 
Fig. 89. Laser cavity being used for 
      Mode-locking in this case was 
misaligned, and only close to threshold
The RF spectra shown i
similar high, and fast scope traces 
single pulse. This is unexpected as the SiC etalon should force the laser to operate at a 
high repetition rate. This may explain the misalignment need
is possible that the laser is only mode
critical point where the etalon reflections are just lossy enough to suppress lasing, but 
where the laser can just still work. 
Fig 90. RF spectra of SESAM
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SESAME mode-locking having similar spot sizes in compare to z
cavities used in previous experiments. 
demonstrated, but only if the cavity was slightly 
. Therefore, it wasn’t possible to get FROG data. 
n Figure 90 confirming mode-locking, showing harmonics of 
on a Figure 91 show that the laser appears to be 
ed to get mode
-locking when the laser is aligned at the very 
 
E mode-locked VECSEL, operating in cavity shown on Figure 89
 
 
-
-locking – it 
 
. 
 
 
Fig. 91 Fast scope traces of SESAM
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E mode-locked VECSEL, operating in cavity shown on Figure 89
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4.2.4 Conclusions and future work 
     For the first time, SESAME was grown and processed using HF lateral etching 
method. VECSEL mode-locking has for the first time been demonstrated using 
SESAME. The power was limited very strongly by heating in the SESAME due to the 
poor thermal conductivity of the glass HR, on which SESAME was bonded.  That leads 
to output power being limited to ~2 mW at pump powers only fractionally above 
threshold. Despite this low power, clean mode-locking was observed. When the 
SESAME has been placed on SiC from earlier in front of a mirror, it introduces an 
etalon into the cavity. However, with z-cavity configuration in this case output power of 
up to 1 W was possible. Mode-locking was demonstrated also in a ring cavity with 
SESAME mounted to SiC heatspreader, but only when the cavity was slightly 
misaligned, and only close to threshold. Further work related to improving mode-
locking of VECSELs and MECSELs using SESAMEs could include mastering of the 
etching protocols to achieve better surface quality and bonding, employing new types of 
gain structures and surface SESAM structures, better cooling mounts to allow effective 
heat extraction and employing high quality diamonds, also from both sides of the gain 
sample, to obtain higher heat extraction rates. Finally developing techniques which 
allow a SESAME to be used in transmission at Brewsters angle would be the most 
likely technique to suppress etalon effects which are a key limitation currently. 
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5. Overall Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions 
     The widely-used FOM approach has been for the first time validated and tested over 
a large parameter space. It was observed that pulse duration has little effect on 
multiphoton signal provided that the average power can be adjusted to keep the figure of 
merit constant. It was shown that there is an optimal repetition rate for a given sample 
and average power, with excessively low repetition rates leading to lower than predicted 
signal levels due to bleaching and/or damage, and excessively high repetition rates 
leading to lower than expected signal levels due to incomplete recovery of the 
fluorophore between excitations. The ability to use longer pulses opens up the 
possibility of multi-photon microscope systems which use several low cost, fixed 
wavelength longer pulse duration laser sources. 
     Using wet chemical etching, a IR MECSEL was successfully processed and lasing at 
1007 nm was demonstrated. A record to-date 10.1 W continuous wave output power 
from an IR MECSEL on SiC heat spreader at 1007 nm was demonstrated. Laser slope 
efficiency of 21.1% and 27.5% at heat sink temperatures of 12 °C and -10 °C 
respectively where achieved. It was shown, that the laser wavelength of output laser 
beam could be tuned from 995 nm to 1020 nm by introducing 0.5 mm quartz 
birefringent filter into cavity.  
     For the first time, a membrane semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAME) 
was grown and processed using HF lateral etching method. VECSEL mode-locking has 
for the first time been demonstrated using a 1015 nm antiresonant VECSEL and 
SESAME in a ring and z shaped cavities. Improved thermal management possibility and 
wider materials chose of IR MECSEL in compare to VECSELs combined with 
wavelength flexibility makes SESAME mode-locked IR MECSELs promising 
candidate for MPI, where imaging systems employing several different fixed-
wavelength mode-locked laser sources to reach a set of required wavelengths. 
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5.2 Future work 
    Further improvement should be made to employ for MPI a several low cost, fixed 
wavelength, sub-picosecond optically pumped MECSELs instead of single sources with 
high cost and complexity. This improvement will include work towards more efficient 
IR MECSEL structure designs, better and more reproducible etching procedures, 
allowing smother and more uniform surface quality. It will also entail using high quality 
diamond and SiC heat spreaders, development of effective cooling mounts.  
     The sandwich geometry could be employed further, provided that the cooling mount 
will allow effective and reproducible mounting of sandwiched membrane, avoiding 
membrane damage. Another options to improve overall IR MECSEL efficiency could 
be using multi-pass geometry to use reflected pump beam or using total internal 
reflection geometry. Further work related to improving mode-locking of VECSELs and 
MECSELs using SESAMEs could include mastering of the etching protocols to achieve 
better surface quality and bonding, employing new types of surface SESAM structures, 
better cooling mounts to allow effective heat extraction and employing high quality 
diamonds, also from both sides of the gain sample, to obtain higher heat extraction 
rates. 
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